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Abstract: We consider the 6d (2, 0) theory on a fibration by genus g curves, and dimen-

sionally reduce along the fiber to 4d theories with duality defects. This generalizes class

S theories, for which the fibration is trivial. The non-trivial fibration in the present setup

implies that the gauge couplings of the 4d theory, which are encoded in the complex struc-

tures of the curve, vary and can undergo S-duality transformations. These monodromies

occur around 2d loci in space-time, the duality defects, above which the fiber is singu-

lar. The key role that the fibration plays here motivates refering to this setup as theories

of class F. In the simplest instance this gives rise to 4d N = 4 Super-Yang-Mills with

space-time dependent coupling that undergoes SL(2,Z) monodromies. We determine the

anomaly polynomial for these theories by pushing forward the anomaly polynomial of the

6d (2, 0) theory along the fiber. This gives rise to corrections to the anomaly polynomials

of 4d N = 4 SYM and theories of class S. For the torus case, this analysis is complemented

with a field theoretic derivation of a U(1) anomaly in 4d N = 4 SYM. The corresponding

anomaly polynomial is tested against known expressions of anomalies for wrapped D3-

branes with varying coupling, which are known field theoretically and from holography.

Extensions of the construction to 4d N = 0 and 1, and 2d theories with varying coupling,

are also discussed.
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1 Introduction

Theories of class S are 4d N = 2 supersymmetric theories, defined by dimensional reduction

with a topological twist of the 6d (2, 0) superconformal field theory (SCFT) on a curve Cg,n
of genus g with n punctures [1]. In the special case that g = 1 and n = 0 the theory has

enhanced supersymmetry and results in 4d maximally supersymmetric N = 4 Super-Yang-

Mills (SYM). The complex structure moduli of the curve Cg,n encode the gauge coupling

parameters of the 4d theories. Pants decompositions of Cg,n give rise to duality frames

of the class S theories, which are related by the action of the mapping class group, that

corresponds to the S-duality group of the 4d theory. For C1,0 = T 2 the mapping class group

is SL(2,Z) and acts on the complexified coupling τ of N = 4 SYM in the standard way.

On the other hand it is well-known that 4d N = 4 SYM is realized in terms of

the world-volume theory of a stack of D3-branes and thus is embedded into Type IIB

superstring theory. In this context, the SL(2,Z) duality group in 4d is inherited from the

self-duality group acting on the axio-dilaton of Type IIB. In string theory, a generalization

of Type IIB to a theory with space-time dependent axio-dilaton was proposed, and coined

F-theory [2–4]. The axio-dilaton is geometrized in terms of the complex structure of an

elliptic curve or T 2, which is fibered over the 10d space-time of Type IIB string theory. The

interesting new physics happens when this elliptic fibration has singularities, around which

the axio-dilaton undergoes monodromies in SL(2,Z). String-theoretically, these correspond

to 7-branes, which can be viewed as a kind of complex codimension one “duality defect”

in the 10d Type IIB string theory.

In this paper we will combine the ideas of class S and F-theory to study a generalization

of class S, where the curve Cg,n is non-trivially fibered over the 4d space-time. These

are 4d theories where the coupling is a space-time dependent quantity, and undergoes

monodromies in the duality group. Such theories obtained from 6d (2, 0) on a Cg,n fibration

by reducing to 4d along the fiber, will be referred to in short as theories of class F. The

simplest class F theories, which already include many interesting features, are obtained from

T 2-fibrations, or equivalently, 4d N = 4 SYM with varying coupling and duality defects.

The second simplest class are Cg,0-fibrations, which we will also provide a construction of.

The case including punctures corresponds to fibrations with sections, i.e. marked points

that correspond to maps from the base to the fiber, which carry additional data. An in

depth analysis of these will be deferred to future work. A useful notation for theories of

class F is

T [Cg,n,F , G] : F specifies a Cg,n-fibration over the 4d space-time M4 (1.1)

and G = ADE denotes the gauge group of the 6d theory that we start with. In special

cases this reduces to class S, when the fibration is trivial, and furthermore in this case for

C1,0 = T 2 to 4d N = 4. The data specifying the fibrations will be discussed in depth later

on, but it may be useful to note that for C1,0 = T 2 this data consists of the Weierstrass

line bundle L and the sections of suitable powers thereof, f, g, that define the Weierstrass

model for an elliptic fibration. A sketch of the situation is shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Theories of Class F: a sketch of the structure of the 6d space-time for the (2, 0) theory,

which upon reduction along the fibration π gives rise to theories of class F, for T 2 and C3,1,

respectively, which are 4d theories on M4 with varying coupling. Singularities in the fiber result

in monodromies of the couplings of the 4d theory, which take values in the mapping class group

MCGg,n. On the left hand side this is SL(2,Z). In the class F theories the singular loci correspond

to duality defects (shown in red), which are real codimension two in M4.

In all the cases a construction of the theories in 4d (unless one considers the abelian

theory) will generically result in a non-Lagrangian (or not obviously Lagrangian) theory,

which is intrinsically non-perturbative — much like the class S case. A quantity that

characterizes the theories, without requiring necessarily a perturbative description is the

anomaly polynomial I6. We will determine I6 for class F theories for both torus and higher

genus fibrations by pushforward of the I8 anomaly polynomial of the 6d (2, 0) theory. In the

case of T 2-fibrations, we can furthermore compare this with a direct anomaly computation

for a U(1) symmetry that is related to SL(2,Z) and find agreement. The advantage of the

pushforward description is that it captures intrinsically the contributions from the duality

defects as well. This will be illustrated for several fibrations.

To substantiate these results we will compare to related configurations, where e.g.

D3-branes were studied in the context of F-theory compactifications, either in terms of

D3-instantons or wrapped D3-branes, that are strings in the transverse space-time [5–12].

The 2d SCFTs obtained from wrapped D3-branes have 2d (0, 4) or (0, 2) supersymmetry

and are dimensional reductions of class F where the elliptic fibration F is non-trivial only

over a curve Σ ⊂ M4. We determine the dimensional reduction of the class F anomaly

polynomial and compare with the known I4 anomaly polynomials of these 2d SCFTs.

To provide more depth to this proposal, let us discuss class F in the case of C = T 2

in some more detail. This theory has an intrinsically 4d description in terms of 4d N = 4

SYM, with space-time dependent τ and with duality defects of complex codimension one,

around which τ undergoes SL(2,Z) monodromies. Alternatively, it is the 6d (2, 0) theory

on an elliptic fibration with total space M6

T 2 ↪→M6
π−→M4 , (1.2)

– 3 –
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where the complex structure of T 2 is τ and M4 is the 4d space-time (this can be compact

or non-compact, Euclidean or Lorentzian). One defining datum of an elliptic fibration [13]

is the Weierstrass line bundle L on M4, which is trivial when the fibration is a product,

as well as the Weierstrass equation y2 = x3 + fx + g, determined by f and g, which are

sections of powers of L and thus position dependent on M4. In summary, the data defining

this theory of class F is

F = {L, f, g} . (1.3)

Alternatively we can characterize these class F theories in terms of N = 4 SYM, where

the complexified gauge coupling τ varies according to the complex structure of the elliptic

curve specified by the Weierstrass model, and has duality defects that are characterized in

terms of

T
[
T 2, {L, f, g};G

]
≡ 4d N = 4 SYM, gauge group G, τ = τ(f, g), duality defects (1.4)

The duality defects are located along 2d subspaces of M4, above which the T 2-fiber de-

generates. The type of singular T 2-fiber furthermore encodes (and in fact classifies) the

duality defects (see figure 1).

The local U(1) symmetry associated with the line bundle has a field theoretic interpre-

tation in 4d N = 4, where it is a chiral rotation, that the fermions undergo when applying

a duality transformation in SL(2,Z) to the theory [5, 7, 14, 15]. The duality acts on the

complexified coupling of N = 4 SYM by

τ → aτ + b

cτ + d
, γ =

(
a b

c d

)
∈ SL(2,Z) , (1.5)

and needs to be accompanied by a U(1)D rotation on the fermions (and supercharges)

U(1)D : eiαγ(x) =
|cτ + d|
cτ + d

. (1.6)

This U(1)D is gauged and defines a line bundle LD, with connection that locally takes the

form Q = −dτ1
2τ2

. Chiral fermions in the vector multiplet are charged under this U(1)D and

give rise to a triangle anomaly. We compute the associated c1(LD) dependent terms in the

anomaly polynomial I6 of 4d N = 4 SYM, and show that these include the anomaly∫
M4

Σ(x) trR ∧R , (1.7)

where Σ(x) is the parameter of the U(1)D gauge transformation in (1.6), as was noted

in [14]. We show that there are two additional contributions to the anomaly: one is

relevant when there is a non-trivial normal bundle, and depends on the R-symmetry bundle,

the other is an explicitly c1(LD)-dependent term. The conclusion is that the anomaly

polynomial of 4d N = 4 Super-Yang-Mills on M4 with gauge group G has new c1(LD)-

dependent terms

4d N = 4 SYM:
I6 =

1

2
dGc3(S+

6 )− 1

2
rGc2(S+

6 )c1(LD) +
1

4
rGp1(M4)c1(LD)

− 61

4
rGc1(LD)3 ,

(1.8)
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where S+
6 is the positive chirality representation of the SO(6) R-symmetry bundle and

c1(LD) =
FD
2π

(1.9)

is the curvature of the connection for the U(1)D bundle. This expression includes the

contribution to the anomaly from the duality defects, which are most easily determined

by starting in 6d and reducing along the T 2 fiber. The gauge group data entering the

expression are the rank rG and dimension dG. These terms become relevant for the class

F theories, which have a non-trivial FD background, sourced by a space-time depending

τ . The gauge group data entering the anomaly polynomial, the rank and dimension, are

invariant under the mapping of G to its Langlands dual group LG under an S-duality

transformation.

Alternatively, following from the definition of class F starting in 6d, we can compute

the anomaly by pushforward of the I8 anomaly polynomial of the 6d (2, 0) theory along

the fiber of the fibration (1.2) and find agreement

π∗I8 = I6 , (1.10)

under the identification of the U(1)D line bundle LD with the Weierstrass bundle L

LD = L . (1.11)

Once the Weierstrass line L bundle is fixed, the terms in the first line of (1.8) are inde-

pendent of the choice of f and g and thus in particular of the specific τ -profile. We shall

refer to such terms, that are independent of f and g as L-universal — though often we

will abbreviate this to simply universal.

The c1(LD)3 term, as we will discuss later on, depends on the number of sections that

the elliptic fibration has.1 Furthermore there can be terms arising from defects that carry

non-abelian flavor symmetries, which are again dependent on the specific fibration. The

reader is referred to section 5.3 for the precise form of these additional terms. We derive

these contributions from duality defects by a careful analysis of the pushforward of I8 for

singular elliptic fibrations: the Kodaira singularity type determines the flavor symmetries

GF of the duality defects [7], and the corresponding terms to I6 in the presence of duality

defects that are localized along a surface SGF are

Iduality defects
6 =

a2

4
c1(L)2SGF −

a1

8
c1(L)S2

GF
+

a0

4
S3
GF

, (1.12)

where ai depend on the singularity type/flavor symmetry and are determined in section 5.3.

Here we think of the 6d space-time as a complex three-fold and SGF is a divisor (dual to

a 2-form). In fact this implies that duality defects for class F with T 2 fibers are classified

in terms of the Kodaira classification of singular elliptic fibers [16].

Class F with higher genus curves can be discussed in a similar way starting in 6d. We

explore in this paper the case of no punctures and fibrations that are realized in terms

1In (1.8) the coefficient of c1(LD)3 is that for a fibration with exactly one section.
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of projective bundles as plane-curve fibrations. We find a similar generalization of the

anomaly polynomial of class S [17, 18] to include correction terms, see (5.25). In this case

the only way we can so far analyze this is starting in 6d, and it would indeed be interesting

to complement this with an intrinsically 4d analysis, much like in the N = 4 SYM case. We

should remark that these corrections to the anomaly polynomial are complementary to the

ones discussed recently, with terms depending on forms on the moduli space of the couplings

of the theory [19, 20]. The terms we obtain become relevant when the coupling becomes

dependent on physical space-time. As mentioned earlier, punctures will correspond to

sections of the fibrations, which carry additional representation theoretic data. For elliptic

fibrations, models with small number of sections are well-understood and can be studied

systematically. For higher genus, already models with one section will correspond to extra

data. Generalizing the derivation of the anomaly polynomials will be possible by combining

the methods of the present paper with those developed for class S with punctures in [21],

which will be discussed elsewhere. We will in the following abbreviate Cg ≡ Cg,0.

The plan of the paper is as follows: we begin by defining theories of class F in section 2.

In section 3 we discuss the origin of the U(1)D symmetry from 6d as well as in 4d N = 4

SYM, and its generalization to higher genus. We then derive the anomaly terms for 4d

N = 4 SYM that are U(1)D dependent from a field theory point of view in section 4.

This is complemented in section 5 by a pushforward of the 6d anomaly polynomial along

the fiber, which we discuss for both g = 1 and g > 1, as well as the contributions from

duality defects. We check our results against known expressions for anomaly polynomials

of 2d theories arising from D3-branes wrapped on curves in F-theory compactifications in

section 6. Finally, some extensions beyond class F are discussed in section 7, in particular

to the non-supersymmetric case of 6d self-dual tensor and 4d Maxwell theory, class S and

N = 1 theories in 4d with space-time-dependent coupling. We conclude in section 8 and

provide several appendices with details of conventions and computations.

2 Theories of class F

2.1 F is for fiber

Theories of class S are 4d N = 2 theories defined as dimensional reductions with a topolog-

ical twist of the 6d (2, 0) SCFTs with gauge group G on a Riemann surface Cg,n, of genus

g with n punctures [1]. The different pair of pants decompositions of the curve correspond

to different duality frames of the 4d theories. The simplest precursor of this is the 4d

N = 4 theory, which is the 6d (2, 0) theory on a T 2 = Eτ , an elliptic curve, whose complex

structure is identified as

τ =
θ

2π
+ i

4π

g2
. (2.1)

The duality group is SL(2,Z), which acts by modular transformations

τ → aτ + b

cτ + d
, ad− bc = 1 , a, b, c, d ∈ Z . (2.2)

The type of theories we would like to consider generalize this setup to allow for the curve

C to vary over space-time — consistently with the duality symmetries of the theories in

– 6 –
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4d. When C = T 2 is an elliptic curve, some aspects of these theories have been studied

in [5, 7], where the 4d space-time was specialized to a compact complex surface, and [6, 8],

where the 4d space-time was specialized to R1,1 × Σ, with Σ a complex curve. For higher

genus fibrations a brief discussion has appeared in [22].

Our main focus here will be on the 4d theories on M4 and their anomaly polynomials.

The data that we will use to define the theories are genus-g fibrations over M4

F : Cg ↪→ M6 → M4 , (2.3)

which geometrically model the profile of the complex couplings of the theory of class S on

M4. For g > 1 the theory is defined with a topological twist along the fiber. Subspaces

∆ ⊂M4, of real codimension two, above which the fibers develop singularities correspond

to duality defects, around which the couplings undergo a duality transformation in the

mapping class group MCGg of Cg.

For C = T 2, the theory in 4d is N = 4 SYM with space-time varying complex coupling

τ . The situation in this case is thus very similar to IIB with varying axio-dilaton, i.e.

F-theory [2], and indeed the theories obtained in this way can be thought of as the world-

volume theories of D3-branes in F-theory, where the axio-dilaton variation descends to the

variation of τ . The theory can either be studied via M/F-type duality, where the 6d theory

is realized in terms of M5-branes, or directly in terms of a 4d theory with varying coupling

τ . The latter point of view is advocated in F-theory in [23], which defines this theory as

Type IIB with a fibration, that is specified by a bundle and sections f and g that specify

a Weierstrass model.

The theories we will study are a generalization of class S to fibrations and will be

referred to as2 theories of class F : they are obtained by reducing the M5-brane theory on a

curve C, which however varies over the 4d space-time, allowing for monodromies in duality

symmetries of the 4d theory, which are elements of the mapping class group MCGg. The

reduction from 6d to 4d is along the fiber of a fibration C ↪→ M6 → M4. The data that

defines these theories is the gauge group G of the 6d theory, together with the fibration.

Alternatively, in the nomenclature where class S theories are denoted by T [Cg;G], class F

theories are determined by the data

T [Cg,F ;G] :


Cg genus g curve

G gauge group of ADE type

F data specifying a genus g-fibration over 4d space-time M4 .

(2.4)

As noted earlier, these are generically not Lagrangian theories. Nevertheless we will be

able to compute the anomaly polynomials of the class F theories for g = 1 and an infinite

subclass of higher genus theories. One key ingredient that we will leave for the future are

punctures, which will be studied elsewhere.

To fill the description of class F theories with life we will now specify the data required

for the fibrations F , and give concrete descriptions of the fibrations in the case g = 1 and

g > 1, respectively.

2Another reason to motivate this name is of course the similarity to the construction of F-theory, where

the axio-dilaton can be thought of as fibered over space-time as well.

– 7 –
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2.2 Elliptic fibrations

We start by exploring C = T 2 and to emphasize the complex nature will often specify this

as an elliptic curve Eτ = C/Z⊕ τZ. The class F theories of this type are characterized by

the data

T [Eτ ,F ;G] , F = {L, f, g} , (2.5)

where L is a line bundle

L→M4 , (2.6)

such that there are sections

f ∈ H0
(
L4
)
, g ∈ H0

(
L6
)
, (2.7)

and G is the gauge group in 6d. In this description we assume the fibration to have a

section (a map from M4 to the fiber), and thus a description in terms of a Weierstrass

equation

y2 = x3 + fx+ g . (2.8)

This provides the total space of the fibration M6 with a description in terms of an elliptic

fibration over M4. For trivial fibrations (i.e. L = O), the theory reduces to the standard

4d N = 4 SYM theory with gauge group G on M4 with coupling τ given by the complex

structure of the fixed elliptic curve.

We will begin with G = U(1) where the theory can be understood completely explic-

itly [7] as a dimensional reduction of the tensor multiplet. Starting with the 6d (2, 0) theory

we see that there are two aspects to these 4d theories — already noted in [7]: the “bulk”

part of the spectrum, obtained from the reduction of the tensor multiplet, which results

in a 4d N = 4 theory with varying coupling. The second contribution arises from singular

fibers — i.e. they are localized defect modes above which the elliptic fiber becomes singular.

In terms of the data in (2.5) this locus is given by the subspaces in M4 that satisfy

∆ = 4f3 + 27g2 = 0 . (2.9)

It is important to note that the 4d space-time M4 can be compact or non-compact.

Alternatively we define class F theories with C = T 2 directly in 4d, as 4d N = 4 SYM

with varying coupling, which is consistent with the SL(2,Z) duality group. Again this

requires specifying a line bundle LD and sections f and g, which determine the τ -profile

along M4. In some cases the coupling will only vary over part of the 4d space-time M4.

We will at times indicate the subspace where the coupling varies by superscribing it with τ

M4 = Sτ or Sτ × R1,1 , (2.10)

where Sτ is embedded into the base of an elliptic fibration. Concretely, either Sτ = Σ, a

complex curve, which will be studied in section 6, or Sτ = D, a complex surface.

– 8 –
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2.3 Fibrations by genus g > 1 curves

Class F which generalizes class S theories, are constructed from fibrations by genus g curves

Cg. There is no canonical realization as in the elliptic case, however we will consider for

simplicity here the case of plane curve fibrations. For genus g fibrations, the monodromies

around singular fibers are in the mapping class group MCGg. We can in principle include

punctures, as additional data on the curve, but in this paper we will refrain from doing

so. To be able to define the fibration, M4 will have a complex structure, at least on the

subspace of M4 over which the fibration is non-trivial. The total space can be realized as

a hypersurface in a projective bundle, for which the following data is required:

F =


J →M4 : line bundle over M4

$= (a,b,d,e)∈Z4

PE =P(O⊕J a⊕J b) : projective bundle over M4

Y$ = 0 : hypersurface equation in PE with [Y$] = dH+ec1(J ) .

(2.11)

Here H is the hyperplane class of PE . This gives a plane-curve fibration where the genus

is related to the degree d by

g =
(d− 1)(d− 2)

2
. (2.12)

This does not realize all genera, in particular this does not include the case g = 2. Genus 2

curves are hyperelliptic and can be realized in terms of a similar construction to the above,

and a partial list of singular fibers was determined by Ogg and Namikawa-Ueno [24, 25].

More generally, genus g fibrations have a description as Lefschetz fibrations (over 4d base

spaces). This description will be useful in particular for studying the duality symmetries,

however in this paper our focus is to determine the anomaly polyomials for such theories,

which require us to be able to pushforward forms along the fiber. Such a description is

known to us explicitly only for hypersurfaces in projective bundles, as given above.

Obviously, plane curve fibrations specialize to the elliptic case. Indeed from (2.12) for

g = 1 and $ = (2, 3, 3, 6) this corresponds precisely to the smooth Weierstrass model for

an elliptic Calabi-Yau, with J = L. Fibrations with multiple sections can also be realized,

e.g. $ = (1, 1, 3, 3) corresponds to the two-section model.

3 U(1)D symmetry of class F theories

The class F constructions introduced in the last section by elliptic or plane-curve fibrations

are each based on a line bundle. We will now see that the connection on this line bundle

corresponds to a U(1)D connection in the 4d theory, which is sourced by the space-time

dependent coupling. In the simplest case of C = T 2, writing τ = τ1 + iτ2, this connection is

Q = − 1

2τ2
dτ1 . (3.1)

In this section we will explain the origin of this U(1)D, from 6d, where it is related to the lo-

cal Lorentz symmetry of the fibral curve, or directly in 4d. This U(1)D will play a key role in
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that it is anomalous and we will show that the anomaly polynomials for 4d N = 4 and class

S, have corrections depending on the non-trivial curvature of a U(1)D line bundle. These

terms are non-zero whenever we extend these theories to varying coupling, i.e. to class F.

3.1 U(1)D from 6d (2, 0)

We are considering the 6d (2, 0) theory on a complex threefold with a fibration structure,

π : M6 →M4, where M4 is a (not necessarily compact) complex surface.3 We will assume

furthermore, that the threefold is Kähler. The tangent bundle TM6 to M6 has reduced

holonomy SU(3)L ×U(1)L, likewise the holonomy of TM4 is SU(2)l ×U(1)l.

Each of these tangent bundles admits a spin connection, Ω and ω respectively, and

the curvature associated to the U(1) parts of these connections are, respectively, RM6 and

RM4 , such that (see appendix A for our conventions)

c1(Mn) =
1

2π
RMn . (3.2)

When considering a fibration by genus g curves π : M6 → M4 there exists a short exact

sequence defining the (rank one) relative tangent bundle

0→ TM6/M4
→ TM6 → π∗TM4 ⊗ IX → 0 , (3.3)

where IX is a sheaf supported on the singular fibers of the fibration, and which we shall

suppress the details of in the following. As such we can see that the above curvatures on

the two tangent bundles, TM6 and TM4 are related through

c1(M6) = c1(M4) + c1(TM6/M4
) + · · · , (3.4)

where from now on we will suppress the pullback on the c1(M4). In this way we can see

that the U(1) part of the spin connection on M6 decomposes as

Ω = ω +A+ · · · , (3.5)

where A is a connection one-form on TM6/M4
. For genus one fibrations, we have

TM6/M4
= π∗L∨ , (3.6)

and thus we identify the connection A with (−Q), the connection on the dual of the Weier-

strass line bundle L. This is the vector potential for the local U(1)D abelian symmetry,

as was determined explicitly in [7]. It was furthermore shown there that the connection is

precisely the one in (3.1).

For g > 1, TM6/M4
has a more complicated structure, as TCg is a non-trivial bundle,

and the gauge connection for the U(1)D bundle will be mixed, in A, with the potential Ag
for the SO(2) holonomy of Cg. To see this, consider the case of a product space M4 × Cg,
then TM6/M4

is just TCg, namely A = Ag. We do not have a universal formulation for genus

3We may take M4 to be a product manifold, where only the factor over which the fibration is non-trivial

is required to be complex.
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g fibrations, however for the plane curve fibration introduced in section 2.3 the canonical

class of the hypersurface fibration is

KYw̄ = π∗ ((e− a− b)c1(J )− c1(M4)) + (3− d)c1(OP(E)(1)) , (3.7)

and the relative tangent bundle of such fibrations can be seen to contain a factor of J ,

TM6/M4
=
(
π∗J −(e−a−b)

)
⊗R , (3.8)

the connection of which is expected to be the U(1)D connection, and where this equation

defines R. The pushforward of the relative tangent bundle is rank g, which follows since

rank(TM6/M4
) = 1, as the fiber is a complex curve, and the pushforward of the vector

bundle is the rank of the original bundle with multiplicity given by the degree of the

morphism, which is g. From (3.8) and the projection formula it follows that π∗TM6/M4
=

J −(e−a−b) ⊗ π∗(R), where the pushforward π∗(R) is a rank g bundle. Notice that for

$ = (2, 3, 3, 6) the relation (3.8) reduces precisely to (3.6), where the bundle R is trivial.

3.2 U(1)D in 4d

In the case of class F theories of type T [T 2,F ] the discussion of the U(1)D from 6d can

be complemented with a direct analysis in 4d. The situation is reminiscent to Type IIB

with a non-trivial axio-dilaton background, where the supergravity background scalars

parametrize the coset SL(2,R)/U(1) [26, 27]. In this case the ungauge-fixed version of the

Type IIB theory has three scalars parametrizing SL(2,R) and the chiral fermions transform

under a local U(1) symmetry, which upon gauge fixing is identified with U(1) ⊂ SL(2,R).

This gauge fixing removes one of the three scalars, but for this gauge condition to be

preserved under a general SL(2,R) transformation, these have to be accompanied with a

compensating U(1)-transformation, which acts non-trivially on the fermions — in this way

an SL(2,R) transformation induces a U(1) action on the fermions. This U(1)D plays a

fundamental role in formulating F-theory, i.e. Type IIB with varying axio-dilaton.

A very similar situation arises in 4d N = 4 SYM, where again there are background

fields that parametrize SL(2,R)/U(1), and it is the anomaly of this U(1) symmetry that we

will discuss in the following. From a 4d point of view the varying τ background is realized

by coupling the theory to a non-dynamical off-shell supergravity multiplet [28], in this case

we couple to N = 4 conformal supergravity [29]. This supergravity has an SL(2,R) global

and U(1) local symmetry: the scalar manifold has three scalars τ1, τ2, φ, which parametrize

an element of SL(2,R) by

Φ =
1
√
τ2

(
τ2 cosφ+ τ2 sinφ −τ2 sinφ+ τ1 cosφ

sinφ cosφ

)
∈ SL(2,R) . (3.9)

The symmetries h ∈ SL(2,R) and R(αγ(x)) ∈ U(1) act by

Φ→ hΦ

(
cosαγ sinαγ
− sinαγ cosαγ

)
. (3.10)
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A useful gauge fixing of the U(1) was described in [14] in analogy to the one in IIB [26],

by fixing φ = 0 (under the local U(1) this shifts by φ → φ + Σ), and identifies Φ with

the complexified coupling τ , which takes values in the coset SL(2,R)/U(1). This gauge

choice is invariant under SL(2,R) × U(1) only with the additional compensating (local)

U(1) transformation

U(1)D : eiαγ(x) =
|cτ + d|
cτ + d

, (3.11)

where hτ = aτ+b
cτ+d , and this acts by shift on φ, and a phase rotation on the fermions. This

is precisely the U(1)D symmetry that also descends from 6d [7], and was observed to be

relevant for S-duality transformations of 4d N = 4 SYM in [15]. The gauge potential for

the local U(1)D symmetry is

∂µφ+Qµ = ∂µφ−
∂µτ1

2τ2
, (3.12)

which is precisely the one obtained earlier from 6d in (3.1). There is triangle anomaly

for the U(1)D current, involving the gauginos in the loop which transform under the U(1)

symmetry. One such contribution was computed in [14], in the case of trivial normal

bundle, where it was shown that the D3-brane on M4 has an anomaly under the U(1)

symmetry, arising from the coupling to gravitons, of the form

δSgauginos ∝
∫
M4

Σ(x) p1(M4) , (3.13)

where as before Σ is the gauge variation of φ under the local U(1) transformation. Such

an anomalous variation is cancelled by the addition of a counterterm to the 4d action

Sct =

∫
M4

φ p1(M4) . (3.14)

In this paper we extend this result to include a non-trivial R-symmetry bundle, and to

include U(1)3 anomalies, and in addition we study the contribution to the U(1) anomalies,

not just of the bulk N = 4 gauginos, but also those from the degrees of freedom living on

the duality defects when τ varies holomorphically along M4.

The classical SL(2,R) is broken to SL(2,Z) quantum mechanically, and in fact the

full duality group has recently been discussed to be the Z2 central extension of SL(2,Z),

the metaplectic group [30], see also [23], which includes precisely also the action on the

fermions with the phase rotation with half-integral charge.

4 4d N = 4 and the U(1)D anomaly

This section will be entirely about class F theories with C = T 2. We begin by discussing

the anomaly in N = 4 SYM in 4d associated to the U(1)D symmetry. This is a priori

independent of the class F construction from 6d, but what we will see is that there are

additional terms in the anomaly polynomial for N = 4 SYM that become relevant whenever

there is a non-trivial U(1)D connection, as in the case of class F.
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We first review the action of the U(1)D introduced in section 3 on the chiral fermions

in the N = 4 vector multiplet, and then compute the one-loop anomaly arising from the

chiral fermions on the generic point of the Coulomb branch of any N = 4 SYM theory,

and use ’t Hooft anomaly matching to relate to the anomaly at the origin of the Coulomb

branch. This involves a conjecture that any interaction terms in the effective theory when

integrating out the massive fermions and moving onto the Coulomb branch are irrelevant

for any U(1)D-related anomaly. This is because we expect that the interaction terms will

provide a contribution to the anomaly polynomial proportional to the number of massive

W-bosons on the Coulomb branch; in section 5 we will see that any contributions to the

U(1)D anomalies that scale in such a way will be at odds with the point of view from the

6d (2, 0) superconformal field theory.

4.1 Anomaly polynomial for 4d N = 4 SYM with gauged U(1)D

The U(1)D symmetry of N = 4 SYM discussed in section 3, arising from the SL(2,R)×U(1)

enhanced symmetry when coupling the 4d theory to an arbitrary supergravity background,

can be seen to act as an R-symmetry of the superconformal group PSU(2, 2|4). In [31, 32]4

it was shown that PSU(2, 2|4) admits such an outer automorphism. For the abelian 4d

N = 4 SYM theory, this gives rise to a symmetry of the spectrum of some observables,

though not of the Lagrangian [31]. The gauginos transform under the bosonic subgroup

Spin(1, 3)× SU(4)R of PSU(2, 2|4) and the duality U(1)D as follows

(2,1,4)1/2 ⊕ (1,2,4)−1/2 . (4.1)

As such, we can compute the anomalies of the U(1)D symmetry in the usual way, specifically

we use the Wess-Zumino descent procedure (for reviews on this topic see e.g. [33]), where

the anomaly due to a chiral fermion transforming in a representation R of a group G is

determined via the anomaly (4+2)-form

ch(FR)Â(TM4)
∣∣∣
6-form

, (4.2)

where TM4 is the tangent bundle to the 4d space-time, M4. Applied to 4d N = 4 SYM

via the fermions in (4.1) this results in

1

2

(
ch(S+

6 ⊗ L
1/2
D )− ch(S−6 ⊗ L

−1/2
D )

)
Â(TM4) = ch(S+

6 ⊗ L
1/2
D )Â(TM4) , (4.3)

where S±6 are the complex conjugate vector bundles associated to the 4, 4 of SU(4)R, and

LD is the bundle associated to the charge +1 representation of U(1)D. LD is the bundle

with connection (3.1). This connection e.g. can be derived by considering a supergravity

background for the 4d N = 4 theory with a non-trivial τ profile [5, 9, 34]. If the coupling

does not vary over space-time, the bundle LD is trivial and we recover the expected result

for the anomaly polynomial for constant coupling N = 4 SYM.

4While in this paper and in the recent literature this group has been referred to as U(1)D, the notation

in [31, 32] is U(1)Y .
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We can now compute the anomaly polynomials, starting with the abelian theory G =

U(1). Expanding out the characteristic classes in (4.3), for a summary of our conventions

see appendix A, one finds that the contribution to the anomaly from the gauginos in the

U(1) N = 4 vector multiplet is

IF6 =
1

2
c3(S+

6 )− 1

2
c2(S+

6 )c1(LD) +
1

12
c1(LD)3 − 1

12
p1(TM4)c1(LD) . (4.4)

The first term is the standard contribution due to the R-symmetry SU(4)R anomaly. The

remaining terms are explicitly LD dependent and signal anomalies due to gauging U(1)D.

To generalize this to a U(N) gauge group we first consider the theory in a Higgsed

phase. On the Coulomb branch of the U(N) theory the gauge group is U(1)N and the total

number of massless Weyl fermions is 4N , where N is the rank of the Cartan subalgebra.

As such the anomaly contribution is simply5 N × IF6 . However, this is not the whole

story, as described in [35], there are Wess-Zumino interaction terms6 that are induced in

integrating out the massive states when moving onto the Coulomb branch, and these will

modify the anomaly polynomial even deep on the Coulomb branch. We shall assume that,

also in the case of a space-time dependent τ , these Wess-Zumino terms introduce the same

contribution to the anomaly polynomial as in the constant τ case, to wit,

IWZ
6 =

1

2
(N2 −N)c3(S+

6 ) . (4.5)

As such, the anomaly polynomial of U(N) N = 4 SYM arising from the bulk degrees of

freedom is conjectured to be

I6 = NIF6 + IWZ
6

=
1

2
N2c3(S+

6 )− 1

2
Nc2(S+

6 )c1(LD) +
1

12
Nc1(LD)3 − 1

12
Np1(TM4)c1(LD) .

(4.6)

As described in section 2, there are in addition to the bulk modes, localised defect degrees of

freedom in the theory with non-trivial LD, and these will further contribute to the anomaly

polynomial. We will compare (4.6) in the next section to the ’t Hooft anomaly coefficients.

4.2 ’t Hooft anomaly coefficients

Alternatively we can compute the ’t Hooft anomaly coefficients directly on the Coulomb

branch of the G = U(N) N = 4 SYM [35], which consists of N massless N = 4 U(1) vector

multiplets, each of which can be written in N = 1 language as a vector multiplet, V , and

three chiral multiplets, Φi. The R-charges of these multiplets are

R[V ] = 1 , R[Φi] =
2

3
. (4.7)

5The expression (4.4) includes already the factor of 4 arising from the four fermions in the N = 4 vector

multiplet. Equivalently, in N = 1 notation, there is one chiral fermion in a vector multiplet and one in each

of three adjoint chiral multiplets.
6In a similar manner, Green-Schwarz interaction terms have recently been utilised in [36, 37] to study

the anomaly polynomial from the Coulomb branch of 6d N = (1, 0) SCFTs.
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The R-charge of three adjoint scalars Φi is fixed by requiring the cubic superpotential to

have R-charge 2, while the R-charge of the vector multiplet is such that the gauge field

is uncharged.7 Equivalently, these charges can be derived by decomposing the SU(4) R-

symmetry as follows. Let us consider the fermions in the representation (2,1,4) under

SO(1, 3) × SU(4)R. First we consider the decomposition to the R-symmetry of an N = 2

subalgebra

SU(4)→ SU(2)R × SU(2)L ×U(1)R

4→ (2,1)1 ⊕ (1,2)−1 ,
(4.8)

where SU(2)R×U(1)R now forms the R-symmetry of the N = 2 SCFT. We can now apply

the relation between the N = 2 R-symmetry and the N = 1 R-charge,

RN=1 =
1

3
RN=2 +

4

3
L3 , (4.9)

where La are the generators of the SU(2)R and L3 is such that the 2 has charges ±1
2 ,

to find

(2,1,4)→ (2,1)1 ⊕ (2,1)−1/3 ⊕ (1,2)−1/3 ⊕ (1,2)−1/3 , (4.10)

where the final subscript is the U(1)N=1
R charge. Since the R-charge of the fermions in

the chiral multiplets is one less than the charge of the scalar we can see that it follows

that (4.7) are the R-charges. Further, since we are considering the fermions in the positive

chirality (2,1,4) representation we must take the U(1)D charge of all the fermions to be

qD =
1

2
. (4.11)

The anomaly polynomial of the N = 4 theory takes the form

I6 =
1

6
kRRRc1(R)3 +

1

2
kRRDc1(R)2c1(LD) +

1

6
kDDDc1(LD)3 − 1

24
kDc1(LD)p1(TM4) ,

(4.12)

where recall that the ’t Hooft anomaly coefficients are defined as

kIJK = Trf+ qIqJqK , kI = Trf+ qI , (4.13)

where the trace is taken over all positive chirality Weyl fermions, and we have written only

the non-zero terms. In particular, the following quantities may be computed directly from

7Thus 1 is the R-charge of the gaugino, while the fermions in the chiral multiplets have R-charge −1/3.
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the field content

kR = N

(
3×

(
−1

3

)
+ 1× 1

)
= 0

kRRR = N

(
3×

(
−1

3

)3

+ 1× 13

)
=

8

9
N

kD = N

(
4×

(
1

2

))
= 2N

kRRD = N

(
3×

(
−1

3

)2(1

2

)
+ 1× 12

(
1

2

))
=

2

3
N

kRDD = N

(
3×

(
−1

3

)(
1

2

)2

+ 1× 1

(
1

2

)2
)

= 0

kDDD = N

(
4×

(
1

2

)3
)

=
1

2
N .

(4.14)

As explained previously, Wess-Zumino terms are introduced via the integrating out of the

massive modes as one moves onto the Coulomb branch, these couplings contribute to the

kRRR ’t Hooft anomaly coefficient like

nV × (contribution from single fermion in 4) =
8

9
(N2 −N) , (4.15)

where nV is the number of massive fermions. Thus the total kRRR anomaly coefficient can

be calculated on the Coulomb branch to be

kRRR =
8

9
N +

8

9
(N2 −N) =

8

9
N2 . (4.16)

For N = 4 super-Yang-Mills we can use the relationship between the central charges

and the ’t Hooft anomaly coefficients

a =
9

32
kRRR −

3

32
kR , c =

9

32
kRRR −

5

32
kR , (4.17)

to determine the central charges for G = U(N) to be

a = c =
1

4
N2 . (4.18)

It can be verified that, upon rewriting the SU(4)R in term of the U(1)N=1
R , the ’t Hooft

anomalies computed from the field content in (4.14) match exactly with those in (4.6).

4.3 Modular anomaly revisited

The Montonen-Olive duality group of 4d N = 4 SYM is SL(2,Z) [38–40], and under the

S-duality transformations of this group the partition function, Z(τ), is known to transform

as a modular form [41, 42]. This failure of invariance of the partition function under the

action of the duality group is known as the modular anomaly.
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When the N = 4 SYM is embedded into string theory, as the worldvolume theory on a

stack of D3 branes, it is expected that the modular anomaly, which is then the anomaly of

a local SL(2,Z), is cancelled. The putative SL(2,Z) duality group.8 This subtletly will not

concern us in this discussion. of Type IIB string theory, from which descends the SL(2,Z)

on the D3-brane, arises as the remnant, after quantisation, of the SL(2,R) global symmetry

of Type IIB supergravity. In [14] it was shown, in a particular simple background, that part

of the modular anomaly is cancelled by considering the D-instanton corrections to the D3-

brane action, together with the counterterm cancelling the local U(1) anomaly discussed

in section 3.2. In this case the remaining part of the modular anomaly is just proportional

to a constant multiple of p1(M4), which is then required to be an appropriate factor of 2π

for the theory to be consistent under the SL(2,Z).

In particular we have extended the discussion in [14] by considering a non-trivial normal

bundle, implying that there is a triangle anomaly involving the local U(1) currents and the

R-symmetry currents, and by including the contribution to the overall anomaly from three

U(1) currents.

It is necessary that the local U(1) symmetry be non-anomalous, in order to gauge

fix and combine any SL(2,R) transformation with a compensating U(1) transformation

that fixes the gauge. As we saw in (1.8), the anomaly polynomial, I6, contains terms

proportional to the field strength of the U(1)D gauge field,

FD
2π

= c1(LD) . (4.19)

Locally we can always write FD as

FD = dQ , (4.20)

where Q is defined in (3.12). The anomaly associated to a U(1)D gauge variation with

parameter Σ(x) is determined by the descent procedure from I6, and comprises the following

terms ∫
M4

(
FD
2π
∧ p1(M4)

)(1)

=

∫
M4

Σ(x)p1(M4) ,∫
M4

(
FD
2π
∧ c2(S+

6 )

)(1)

=

∫
M4

Σ(x)c2(S+
6 ) ,

∫
M4

((
FD
2π

)3
)(1)

=

∫
M4

Σ(x)

(
FD
2π

)2

.

(4.21)

This anomaly can be cancelled by adding a local counterterm of the form

Sct = N

∫
M4

φ

(
− 1

12
p1(M4)− 1

2
c2(S+

6 ) +
1

12

(
FD
2π

)2
)
, (4.22)

where φ is as in section 3.2. The first term in the above is exactly the one that was

obtained in [14]. There are two additional terms that we have obtained: one related

8In fact, the duality group is an extension of this by including the non-perturbative symmetry (−1)F

(which extends it to the metaplectic group, Mp(2,Z) [30]) and the perturbative Ω and (−1)FL symmetries,

which together extend SL(2,Z) to the Pin+-version of the double-cover of GL(2,Z) [43].
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to the R-symmetry, the other to the U(1)D connection, which will be relevant for non-

trivial normal bundles and space-time dependent couplings, respectively. The counterterms

are not manifestly SL(2,Z) invariant. In [14] it was conjectured that there are infinitely

many D-instanton corrections, which result in a pre-factor in (3.14) that makes the term

manifestly modular invariant. The counterterm (4.22) yields a modular anomaly, because

under an S transformation of φ, it transforms as

N

∫
M4

log
(τ
τ̄

)(
− 1

12
p1(M4)− 1

2
c2(S+

6 ) +
1

12
F 2
D

)
. (4.23)

We note that there is an uncanny resemblance between the counterterm (4.22) and the

U(1) anomaly counterterm obtained for the 10d Type IIB string in [26, 27]. In particular,

the counterterm presented in the latter references reads

SIIB
ct ⊃

∫
φ

(
1

48
p1(M10)− 1

32
F2

)
F3 , (4.24)

where F plays the same role as FD
2π in the class F theories, but with τ identified with the

Type IIB axio-dilaton. Although the anomalies are not obviously related, it is tempting

to speculate that (4.22) and (4.24) may be related by an inflow mechanism analogous to

that involving M5 branes in M-theory [44]. We also note that, similarly to (4.22), also the

counterterm derived in [26, 27] does not capture the contribution of defect modes, namely

of 7-branes. In the next section we will show how in our context these contributions can

be calculated in detail, starting from a 6d theory.

5 Anomaly polynomial of class F from 6d

In this section we derive the anomaly polynomials for class F for C = T 2 and Cg, respec-

tively, starting with the 6d (2, 0) theory and reducing along the fiberal curve C. In the case

of C = T 2 this gives complete agreement with the 4d field theory analysis of the previous

section.

5.1 Class F with torus-fibers: L-universal contributions

We begin with class F and C = T 2 and consider the contibutions to the anomaly in 4d

without specifying the precise space-time geometry. This is done by integrating the I8

polynomial of the 6d theory “along the fiber” — more precisely, we will pushforward the

I8 eight-form to a six-form on the base of the elliptic fibration, that being 4d space-time.

This six-form on M4 will then be a part9 of the anomaly polynomial of the 4d N = 4 SYM

with varying coupling on M4.

The anomaly polynomial of the 6d (2, 0) theory of type G is [35, 36, 45, 46]

I8 =
rG
48

[
p2(N5)− p2(TM6) +

1

4
(p1(N5)− p1(TM6))2

]
+
h∨GdG

24
p2(N5) . (5.1)

9As there may be emergent symmetries in the limit where the volume of the fiber shrinks to zero this

six-form my not be the full anomaly polynomial of the 4d theory, as it may not be sensitive to the anomalies

of these emergent global symmetries.
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Here N5 is the SO(5) R-symmetry bundle of which the scalars in the tensor multiplet

transform as sections, TM6 is the tangent bundle to the six-dimensional worldvolume of

the (2, 0) theory, and rG, dG, and h∨G are, respectively, the rank, dimension, and dual

Coxeter number of the ADE gauge group G.

When we consider a compactification of the 6d theory on a T 2 the R-symmetry group in

fact enhances, rather than reduces as for the generic Cg compactification, as the additional

scalar from the compactification combines with the 5 scalars from the (2, 0) theory to

give an SO(6)R R-symmetry group. This SO(6)R R-symmetry group is emergent in the

low energy theory, and thus we would not expect to see the full anomaly associated to

this global symmetry. The SO(5)R R-symmetry of the 6d theory is a subgroup of SO(6)R
corresponding to the branching rule

SO(6)R → SO(5)R

4,4 7→ 4 .
(5.2)

For the SO(5)R symmetry to be a subgroup of the SO(6)R symmetry then it is necessary

that the bundle N5, defined on M6, is in fact the pullback of a bundle, N ′5, defined on the

base M4

N5 = π∗N ′5 . (5.3)

If we write S(N ′5) to denote the SO(5)R spin bundle, and, as in section 4, S±6 to denote

the SO(6)R spin bundles then we have that

c2(S(N ′5)) = c2

(
S±6
)
. (5.4)

We will be able to recognise any contribution to the 4d anomaly six-form that is propor-

tional to c2

(
S±6
)
, but not to c3

(
S±6
)
, which is not visible from the point of view of the

SO(5) subbundle.

We are considering an elliptic fibration π : M6 → M4 on which I8 is defined. We can

consider the integral over the fiber of this eight-form by pushing-forward I8 to a six-form

on the base, M4. In particular, we must compute π∗I8 where

π∗I8 =
rG
48

[
π∗

(
−p2(M6) +

1

4
p1(M6)2

)
− 1

2
p1(N5)π∗p1(M6)

]
. (5.5)

To determine the above two pushforwards we first introduce an auxiliary complex curve Z

and rewrite the Pontryagin classes in terms of Pontryagin classes of M6 × Z and Z. We

then pushforward these eight-forms on the product elliptic fourfold, M6 × Z, using the

formulae in [47] (see also [48–50]). For an elliptic fourfold it is shown in appendix A that

π∗(1 + c1(Y ) + c2(Y ) + c3(Y ) + c4(Y )) = 12c1(L)c(B)(1 +O(c1(L), · · · )) , (5.6)

where O(c1(L), · · · ) represents terms that are at least linear in c1(L) or additional divi-

sors related to codimension one singular fibers of the fibration. In such manner one can

determine
π∗ (p1(M6)) = −24c1(L) ,

π∗

(
−p2(M6) +

1

4
p1(M6)2

)
= 12c1(L)p1(M4) + · · · ,

(5.7)
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and thus we conclude that

I6 = π∗I8 =

[
1

4
rGp1(N ′5)c1(L) +

1

4
rGc1(L)p1(B) + · · ·

]
=

[
−1

2
rGc2(S(N ′5))c1(L)− 1

24
(−6rG)c1(L)p1(B) + · · ·

]
,

(5.8)

where in the last line we have used that

p1(N ′5) = 2ch2(S(N ′5)) . (5.9)

We must now compare this I6 to the one determined from the bulk spectrum of N = 4

with varying coupling in (4.6). As we have already stated, we do not expect to see the

c3(S+
6 ) term in (4.6) from the integrated 6d anomaly polynomial, as it is not visible through

the SO(5)R subbundle of SO(6)R. The first thing to note is that the anomalies related to

the c1(L), the U(1)D anomalies, are proportional to the rank of the 4d gauge group, rG.

This hearkens back to the statement at the opening of section 4, where we assumed that,

from a 4d point of view, there would be no contributions from Wess-Zumino interactions

terms. We expected that if these terms did contribute then the ’t Hooft anomalies would

scale like dG, which is not what is observed from the anomaly from the 6d theory in (5.8).

The first term in (5.8) appears identically in (4.6), however, the second term, does not

match. The difference is

Idefects
6 = − 1

24
(−8rG)c1(LD)p1(M4) , (5.10)

which is not unexpected — the 6d theory is sensitive to the defects in the spectrum,

which modify the mixed U(1)D-gravitational anomaly and are not taken into account by

the bulk spectrum computation which leads to (4.6) in section 4. This is the L-universal

contribution of the duality defects to the U(1)D-gravitational anomaly. Since the defects

are expected to be trivially charged under the SU(4)R R-symmetry, they will not contribute

to the c2(S+
6 )c1(LD) anomaly. This provides further verification that the contribution to

this anomaly from the bulk N = 4 vector multiplet, as in section 4, is not modified by

interaction terms on the Coulomb branch. We will verify in section 6 that this precise

defect contribution to the anomaly is replicated via holography and spectrum calculations

when the N = 4 theory is further reduced to 2d on a complex curve Σ.

5.2 Class F with torus-fibers: duality defects

From our analysis we have determined that, regardless of the particular elliptic fibration M6

that we choose, or equivalently, what particular τ -profile we choose on M4, the anomaly

polynomial I6 has a L-universal contribution of the form (5.8). We would like now to

understand how the terms, that we have written as · · · in (5.8) are dependent on the

choice of fibration.

We may consider smooth elliptic fibrations, M6, where the singular fibers supported

over loci in M4 of real codimension ≤ 2, are all either I0 or I1 fibers, in the notation
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of Kodaira [16]. In this case the pushforward formula for the product elliptic fourfold,

Y = M6 × Z is

π∗(1 + c1(Y ) + c2(Y ) + c3(Y ) + c4(Y )) = 12c1(L)c(B)(1 + αc1(L) + βc1(L)2) , (5.11)

for some numerical coefficients α, β which depend on the choice of fibration. We find using

standard resolutions of the elliptic fibration, e.g. as in [51, 52] using smooth [53],

π∗

(
−p2(M6) +

1

4
p1(M6)2

)
= 12c1(L)p1(M4)− (24β + 24α+ 12)c1(L)3 . (5.12)

We can understand the dependence on the particular form of the fibration, as there will be

a different network of defects in the 4d theory depending on the singular fibers supported

above codimension two loci in M4. For example, if we consider a smooth Weierstrass model

M6 then it contains the following Kodaira singular fibers:

Smooth Weierstrass:

{
I1 fibers over 12c1(L)

II fibers over 24c1(L)2
, (5.13)

and in this case we have α = −6 and β = 36, so that from (5.12) we read off

kDDD = −rG
183

2
. (5.14)

In the case where we consider M6 to be smooth, but to have a rank one Mordell-Weil

group, i.e. two sections,10 we have the following singular fiber structure

Smooth rank one Mordell-Weil group:


I1 fibers over 12c1(L)

II fibers over 48c1(L)2

I2 fibers over 24c1(L)2

. (5.15)

We expect that the case with multiple sections will correspond to adding punctures, with

additional data associated to them, which will be discussed in the future. Specifically, and

as expected, the defect spectrum of these class F theories depends on the particular choice

of τ -profile over the 4d space-time — we see that the kDDD coefficient is sensitive to this,

through the parameters α and β.

Allowing for singular fibers in complex codimension one in the base of the elliptic

fibration, there are additional contributions to the anomaly polynomial. Singular fibers

correspond to defects and their Kodaira fiber type determines the additional flavor sym-

metry. The pushforwards of I8 can be computed by first resolving the singularities and

using the intersection ring of the resolved elliptic fibration. This is e.g. easily implemented

by realizing the Weierstrass model as a Tate model [54, 55]. We use standard resolution

methods with conventions as in [51, 52, 56–59]. The pushforward for all Kodaira fibers of

10The group of sections, i.e. maps from the base to the fiber, of an elliptic fibration is the Mordell-Weil

group. The generic Weierstrass model has one section, which corresponds to one marked point and is the

origin of the elliptic curve. The case of rank one Mordell-Weil group corresponds to two marked points.
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type In over SGF (a component of the discriminant, which is a divisor in the base of the

fibration), where the flavor symmetry is GF = SU(n) is

π∗

(
−p2(M6) +

1

4
p1(M6)2

)
= −732c1(L)3 + 12 a2 c1(L)2SGF + c1(L)

(
12p1(M4)− 6 a1 S

2
GF

)
+ 12 a0 S

3
GF

,

(5.16)

where the coefficients for the low values of n for SU(n), realized in terms of In Kodaira

fibers, are

n 2 3 4 5 6 7

a0 1 4 10 20 35 56

a1 28 64 112 175 251 342

a2 49 76 100 125 149 174

(5.17)

Again, these were computed from the explicit resolution of the Tate model. Note that

a0 = n(n+ 1)(n+ 2)/6. For the flavor group GF corresponding to the exceptional groups

we find
SO(10) = E5 : a0 = 20 , a1 = 176 , a2 = 126

E6 : a0 = 21 , a1 = 183 , a2 = 129

E7 : a0 = 24 , a1 = 200 , a2 = 135

E8 : a0 = 40 , a1 = 280 , a2 = 160 .

(5.18)

Note that these seem to only depend on the flavor symmetry group, as one can check by

comparing type III and I2, which both have SU(2). It would indeed be interesting to

prove a general expression for any flavor symmetry for the non-universal terms.11

In summary, we observed that the duality defects of class F with torus-fibers are

classified in terms of a Kodaira classification of singular fibers, which determine the flavor

symmetry that the defects carry. Note that duality defects can intersect at points, where

the singularity, and thereby the flavor symmetry, enhance, as was shown in [7].

5.3 Anomaly for class F with genus g > 1

The theories of class F with fiber Cg for g > 1 can be defined by considering the 6d (2, 0)

theory dimensionally reduced along the fiber Cg, to a 4d theory on M4. As the fibers

now have non-trivial curvature the reduction must be accompanied by a topological twist,

as in the standard class S construction, and in constrast to the T 2 fibration discussed in

section 5.1. We consider plane curve fibrations as introduced in section 2.3, which can

be constructed by taking a bundle J on M4 and defining the fibration over M4 via the

projectivisation

PE = P(O ⊕ J a ⊕ J b) . (5.19)

M6 is then the hypersurface in PE of class dH + ec1(J ), where H is the hyperplane class

of the projective fibration and is then fibered by genus g curves Cg.

11We thank Dave Morrison for discussions on this point.
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To consider the 6d (2, 0) SCFT on M6 we must topologically twist to cancel off the

curvature in the fibral curves. We decompose the 6d R-symmetry as

SO(5)→ SU(2)R ×U(1)R , (5.20)

and we identify the Chern roots of the SU(2)R and U(1)R factors, respectively α and r, in

terms of the SO(5) bundle N5 as

n1 = 2r − (c1(M6)− c1(M4) + (e− a− b)c1(J )) , n2 = 2α . (5.21)

We have incorporated the twist of the holonomy along the fibral curve with the U(1)R via

the shift of the U(1)R Chern root by

c1(M6)− c1(M4) + (e− a− b)c1(J ) . (5.22)

We are twisting to cancel off the curvature of M6 that is transverse to the embedded M4,

which involves shifting by the Chern root of the relative tangent bundle, c1(TM6/M4
), which

can be generally expressed as12

c1(M6)− c1(M4) = c1(TM6/M4
) = −(e− a− b)π∗c1(J ) + c1(R) , (5.23)

where R is defined through the tensor product bundle in (3.8). This bundle R is trivial in

the case of a genus one fibration, when there is no curvature that is required to be cancelled

off transverse to M4. When the Cg fibration is trivial the bundle J is trivial, and so R
is simply related to the tangent bundle to the curve, TCg , which must be twisted with to

compactify on the Cg. As such we must twist only by R, and thus the twist is given by

shifting the Chern root of the U(1)R by (5.23). The anomaly polynomial of the 6d theory,

after shifting the Chern roots as above, can then be written as

I8 =−
dGh

∨
G

6
c2(R)(c1(M6)−c1(M4)+(e−a−b)c1(J )+2c1(R))2

+
rG
48

[
−4c2(R)(c1(M4)−c1(M6)+(e−a−b)c1(J )+2c1(R))2 (5.24)

+
1

4

(
−4c2(R)+(c1(M4)−c1(M6)+(e−a−b)c1(J )+2c1(R))2−p1(M6)

)2
−p2(M6)

]
,

where we have suppressed the pullbacks on the forms c1(R), c2(R), and c1(M4).

When M6 is the hypersurface fibration defined above we can pushforward this eight-

form anomaly polynomial onto the base, M4, using the methods described in [47]. One

then finds

I6 = π∗I8 = κ1c2(R)c1(R) + κ2c1(R)3 + κ3c1(R)p1(M4)

+ κ4c1(J )c2(R) + κ5c1(J )c1(R)2 + κ6c1(J )p1(M4)

+ κ7c1(J )2c1(R) + κ8c1(J )3 ,

(5.25)

12We are neglecting here the contributions from the singular fibers, which are immaterial for the purpose

of defining the twist.
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where

κ1 = −
(

4

3
dGh

∨
G + rG

)
(g − 1)

κ2 =
1

3
rG(g − 1)

κ3 = − 1

12
rG(g − 1)

κ4 = −1

6
(d− 3)2dGh

∨
G(d(a+ b)− e) +

1

12
rG(3((d− 3)d+ 4)e− d(d(2d− 9) + 13)(a+ b))

κ5 =
1

12
rG(3((d− 3)d+ 4)e− d(d(2d− 9) + 13)(a+ b))

κ6 =
1

48
rG((d(d+ 3)− 6)e− d(3d− 5)(a+ b))

κ7 =
1

24
(d− 3)rG

[
d
(
a2(2(d− 3)d+ 7) + 2ab((d− 3)d+ 5) + b2(2(d− 3)d+ 7)

)
−2(d(2d− 3) + 4)e(a+ b) + 3de2

]
κ8 =

1

48
rG
[
d2(a+ b)

(
6d2

(
a2 + b2

)
− 18d

(
a2 + b2

)
+ 3

(
7a2 + 2ab+ 7b2

))
+e
(
−2d4

(
a2 + ab+ b2

)
− 12d3

(
a2 + ab+ b2

)
+ d2

(
29a2 + 26ab+ 29b2

)
−3d

(
7a2 + 10ab+ 7b2

)
+ 12(a+ b)2

)
− d(a+ b)

(
11a2 + 10ab+ 11b2

)
+de2(a+ b)

(
6d2 + 9d− 15

)
+
(
−7d2 − 3d+ 6

)
e3
]
. (5.26)

One specialization is to the case of C = T 2, for the smooth Weierstrass model where

ω = (2, 3, 3, 6), which then matches the results in sections 5.1 and 5.2.

We can also specialize to class S theories by studying the theory where the fibration

is trivial, J = O, and a = b = e = 0. In this case the only non-zero coefficients are κi for

i = 1, · · · 3, and the anomaly polynomial for the 4d theory is

Iclass S
6 = (g−1)

[
−
(

4

3
dGh

∨
G+rG

)
c2(R)c1(R)+

1

3
rGc1(R)3− 1

12
rGc1(R)p1(M4)

]
. (5.27)

This matches the class S anomaly polynomials as calculated in [17]. The non-trivial features

of the fibration enter through the coefficients (a, b, d, e), moreso than just through the genus

g(d), which is the only relevant information when the fibration is trivial.

6 Class F on R1,1 × Στ

As an interesting application and cross-check of the results on class F theories for C = T 2

and their anomalies, we consider dimensional reductions to 2d SCFTs. This is interesting

for two reasons: first of all, the resulting 2d theories have been studied recently [6, 8],

in relation to strings in 6d, and the anomaly polynomial of the resulting 2d theory was

determined in [8] from field theory and for certain cases holographically in [9].

The setup will be a class F T [T 2,F ], twisted dimensionally reduced on a curve Στ over

which the coupling varies, i.e. from a 6d point of view,

M6 = R1,1 ×
(
T 2 ↪→ S4 → Στ

)
, (6.1)
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and the class F theories we consider are obtained by reducing along T 2, and S4 is the

elliptic surface with base Στ . The 2d SCFTs are then obtained by further dimensional

reduction along Σ. A brane-realization of this is given in terms of D3-branes in an F-

theory background, given in terms of a Weierstrass elliptic fibration π : Y → B, where

Y is an elliptic Calabi-Yau and B the Kähler base manifold. In this case Στ ⊂ B, and

the varying coupling is induced from the axio-dilaton variation in F-theory/Type IIB (for

recent reviews on F-theory see [60, 61]).

The topological twist that is required for this reduction is referred to as the topological

duality twist [5–8] and combines the local Lorentz symmetry on Σ, U(1)Σ, and the U(1)D
with a U(1)R inside the SU(4)R R-symmetry

T twist
Σ = TΣ ± TR , T twist

D = TD ± TR . (6.2)

The amount of supersymmetry that is retained in 2d depends on the embedding of Στ into

the ambient elliptic CY n-fold. There are essentially three interesting cases to consider:

Στ ⊂ CY3, which results in strings in 6d, which have (0, 4) supersymmetry, Στ ⊂ CY4,

which results in (0, 2) and finally embedding into an elliptic K3, which gives rise to (0, 8)

supersymmetric strings. We now determine the anomaly polynomials starting with class

F, and compare them with the known I4 of these supersymmetric strings.

6.1 Σ in CY3: strings in 6d

In this subsection we will consider class F for C = T 2, i.e. N = 4 SYM with varying

coupling, with space-time given by (6.1), where Σ ⊂ B2 ⊂ CY3, is a curve in the base

of an elliptic Calabi-Yau three-fold π : Y → B. For simplicity we consider gauge group

G = U(N). First we consider the reduction of the R-symmetry group that is induced by

placing the 4d N = 4 SYM theory on a curve inside of a B2 ⊂ CY3,

SO(6)R → SU(2)+ × SU(2)− ×U(1) . (6.3)

For the anomaly we are interested in the decomposition of the spin representations of SO(6)

under this reduction

4→ (2,1)1 ⊕ (1,2)−1 . (6.4)

In terms of the bundle S+
6 associated to the 4 representation this decomposition corresponds

to the bundle decomposition

S+
6 → N+ ⊗ U ⊕N− ⊗ U , (6.5)

where N± are the complex vector bundles associated to the fundmental representations of

the SU(2)±, and U is the bundle associated to the charge +1 representation of the U(1).

Subsequently, the Chern classes become

c2(S+
6 ) = c2(N+) + c2(N−)− 2c1(U)2

c3(S+
6 ) = 2c1(U)

(
c2(N−)− c2(N+)

)
.

(6.6)
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To determine the anomaly polynomial of the 2d theory on R1,1, we integrate (1.8) over

the curve Στ where the U(1) from the decomposition of the R-symmetry is topologically

twisted with the holonomy of the curve and the U(1)D as in (6.2). This results in

I4 =

∫
Σ
I6 (6.7)

= N2
(
c2(N−)− c2(N+)

) ∫
Σ
c1(U)− 1

2
N

(
c2(N+) + c2(N−)− 1

2
p1(TM2)

)∫
Σ
c1(LD) .

The topological duality twist involves fixing the first Chern class of U as an appropriate

linear combination of the Chern roots, t and δ, of TΣ and LD respectively. This is

c1(U) = −1

2
t+

1

2
δ , (6.8)

and thus, by adjunction, ∫
Σ
c1(U) =

1

2
Σ · Σ , (6.9)

where we used that the duality bundle

LD = O(−KB) , (6.10)

is the canonical bundle of the base of the elliptic Calabi-Yau. In this way we conclude that

the 2d anomaly polynomial is

I4 = c2(N−)

(
1

2
N2Σ · Σ− 1

2
Nc1(B) · Σ

)
+ c2(N+)

(
−1

2
N2Σ · Σ− 1

2
Nc1(B) · Σ

)
+

1

4
Nc1(B) · Σp1(TM2) .

(6.11)

This matches with the one determined from the spectrum of the compactification [6, 8] as

summarised in appendix B.1.

The general anomaly polynomial for a 2d (0, 4) theory with a collection of SU(2)F
flavor symmetries is

I4 = −
∑
F

kF c2(F )− 1

24
kp1(TM2) . (6.12)

As such we can read the ’t Hooft coefficients off from (6.11)

kR = k+ =
1

2
N2Σ · Σ +

1

2
Nc1(B) · Σ

kL = k− = −1

2
N2Σ · Σ +

1

2
Nc1(B) · Σ

k = cR − cL = −6Nc1(B) · Σ .

(6.13)

Since SU(2)R = SU(2)+ is the superconformal R-symmetry, the superconformal algebra

allows us to determine the right-moving central charge

cR = 6kR = 3N2Σ · Σ + 3Nc1(B) · Σ , (6.14)

and this matches with the central charge as given in [8] and checked holographically in [9].
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Further we can consider the subcase when the coupling τ is constant over the curve,

Σ. In this case B is a K3 manifold, and thus we consider the compactification of constant

coupling N = 4 SYM on a curve inside of a K3. As is well-known this gives rise to a

sigma model into the Hitchin moduli space [62]. In this case the duality bundle is trivial,

and thus

δ = c1(LD) = 0 , (6.15)

and one can read off from (6.7) that

I4 = N2
(
c2(N−)− c2(N+)

) ∫
Σ
c1(U) . (6.16)

One does this twist as in (6.8) ∫
Σ
c1(U) =

∫
Σ
−1

2
t = g − 1 , (6.17)

and thus

I4 = N2(g − 1)
(
c2(N−)− c2(N+)

)
. (6.18)

Since SU(2)+ is the right-moving R-symmetry of the resulting N = (4, 4) theory we

can compute the central charge directly:

cR = 6kR = 6N2(g − 1) . (6.19)

6.2 Σ in CY4: strings in 4d

Embedding Στ into an elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau fourfold, as a curve in the base

of the fibration gives rise to (0, 2) SCFTs. To obtain the anomaly polynomial here, we

integrate (1.8) resulting in

I4 =

∫
Σ
I6 = −1

2
N(−2c1(U)2)

∫
Σ
c1(LD) +

1

4
Np1(TM2)

∫
Σ
c1(LD)

= Nc1(B) · Σc1(U)2 +
1

4
Nc1(B) · Σp1(LD) .

(6.20)

This anomaly polynomial matches expectations from the direct computation of the anomaly

from the spectrum as reiterated in appendix B.2. Using the general form of the anomaly

polynomial for a (0, 2) theory, with a single U(1)F flavor symmetry

I4 =
1

2
kFF c1(F )2 − 1

24
kp1(TM2) , (6.21)

we can read off the ’t Hooft anomalies coefficients from (6.20)

kUU = 2Nc1(B) · Σ
k = cR − cL = −6Nc1(B) · Σ .

(6.22)

We note that it is not possible in this case to determine the central charges, as the supercon-

formal R-symmetry can be a linear combination of the U(1) global symmetries of the theory,

including those that may arise in the defect sector, as determined by c-extremisation [63].
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6.3 Σ in K3: strings in 8d

Finally, we consider the case when class F for C = T 2 is reduced on the base P1 of an elliptic

K3, which gives rise to an N = (0, 8) supersymmetric theory in 2d. These are strings from

wrapped D3-branes in an F-theory compactification on K3 to 8d. The anomaly polynomial

for N such strings has not been determined thus far and we briefly derive this here. The

setup can be studied from 6d on a surface S = K3 and integrating the anomaly polynomial

I8 of the 6d (2, 0) theory over S. Again, we specialise to the U(N) case where dG = N2 and

rG = N . As the curve on which the theory of class F is reduced is exactly the P1 base of

the elliptic fibration, the normal bundle remains N6, characterizing the normal directions

of the string in 8d; as such the N5 bundle appearing in the 6d anomaly polynomial lifts

directly to a subbundle of the SO(6) bundle N6. The only contribution of the anomaly

polynomial is

I4 =

∫
S
I8 = −N

48

(
−1

2
(p1(N5) + p1(M2))

)∫
S
p1(TS) (6.23)

For a K3 surface p1(TS) = −2c2(TS) = −48 so that

I4 =
N

2
p1(N5) +

N

2
p1(M2) . (6.24)

We now wish to compare this anomaly polynomial to the anomaly polynomial deter-

mined by integrating (1.8) over the P1 base of the elliptic K3. As there is no twist with

the R-symmetry, just a twist between the holonomy of the curve and the U(1)D dual-

ity symmetry, only the c1(LD) terms are relevant for the integrated anomaly polynomial.

We find

I4 =

∫
P1

I6 = −1

2
Nc2(S+

6 )

∫
P1

c1(LD)− 1

24
(−6N)p1(M2)

∫
Σ
c1(LD)

= −Nc2(S+
6 ) +

1

2
Np1(M2) ,

(6.25)

where we have used that, for a K3 fibration,∫
P1

c1(LD) = 2 . (6.26)

It is clear that this matches (6.24) when we use the relation between the characteristic

classes of the SO(6) bundle and its SO(5) subbundle, (5.9). We can see that for N = 1

this matches the anomaly polynomial for the spectrum, as deduced in [8] and summarised

in appendix B.3.

6.4 Class F with g > 1 fibers on Σ

In this subsection we consider the anomaly polynomials for the genus g class F theories

obtained in (5.25), and further integrate them along Στ , where

M4 = M2 × Στ . (6.27)
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Again only along Σ do we have space-time dependent variation of the coupling of the 4d

class F theory. We do the topological duality twisting using the U(1)R R-symmetry as

c1(R) = c1(R′)− 1

2
(c1(Σ) + c1(J )) . (6.28)

Thus we find∫
Σ
I6 = p1(M2)

[
κ6 deg(J ) + κ3

(
(gΣ − 1)− 1

2
deg(J )

)]
+ c2(R)

[
κ4 deg(J ) + κ1

(
(gΣ − 1)− 1

2
deg(J )

)]
+ c1(R′)2

[
κ5 deg(J ) + 3κ2

(
(gΣ − 1)− 1

2
deg(J )

)]
.

(6.29)

Note that the SU(2)R is not the superconformal R-symmetry in the IR [64]. Furthermore,

if we take the class S limit, deg(J ) = 0, then we find∫
Σ
I6 = (gC−1)(gΣ−1)

(
− 1

12
rGp1(M2)+rGc1(R′)2−

(
4

3
dGh

∨
G+rG

)
c2(R)

)
. (6.30)

A check that may be interesting to perform is to compare this with the direct reduction of

the 6d (2, 0) theory on a genus g-fibered surface.

7 Extensions

So far we focused on theories of class F, which arise from 6d (2, 0) on curve-fibrations.

Clearly many extensions of this idea are possible. The general, broad principle is as fol-

lows: consider a supersymmetric theory in D dimensions. Supersymmetry retaining com-

pactifications on complex curves C can be achieved by topologically twisting the theory,

i.e. twisting U(1)C with a U(1)R subgroup of the R-symmetry group. For C = T 2 the

twist is trivial (although one could twist with other global non-R symmetries in this case).

The duality group of the D− 2 dimensional theory is usually related to the mapping class

group of C. In any such situation we propose that replacing the direct product with a

C-fibration π yields a D− 2 dimensional theory, with duality defects (and thus space-time

varying coupling). The anomaly polynomial can be obtained by pushforward of the ID+2

anomaly polynomial

π∗ID+2 = ID . (7.1)

The fibration-related corrections to ID will depend on a line-bundle that is identified,

analogous to the U(1)D bundle LD or geometrically a generalization of the Weierstrass

bundle L.

In this section we illustrate this with four extensions: first, the non-supersymmetric

case, which is in fact far simpler, starting with the 6d self-dual tensor and the class F

analog of 4d electromagnetism. The second extension is to the class of 6d (1, 0) SCFTs

corresponding to conformal matter theories, which when reduced on a T 2 result in 4d

N = 2 class S theories of specific type. Our methods for the pushforward of the anomaly
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polynomial apply also to this case and provide a variant of class F. Thirdly, class S on an

elliptic fibration which results in 2d theories with space-time varying coupling, and finally

a large class of 4d N = 1 theories compactified to 2d with a duality twist.

7.1 Non-supersymmetric setup: self-dual tensor and 4d Maxwell theory

The simplest extension is to consider the 6d self-dual tensor (without supersymmetry),13

which upon reduction on a T 2 gives rise to a 4d U(1) gauge theory, i.e. free Maxwell theory,

with coupling g and theta-angle θ

SMaxwell =

∫
M4

1

g2
F ∧ ?F −

∫
M4

iθ

8π2
F ∧ F . (7.2)

As 4d N = 4 SYM, this has a duality group acting on the complexified coupling that is

identified with the complex structure τ of the T 2.

Generalizing this to varying coupling is relatively straightforward, and amounts to a

truncation to the gauge sector of the analysis in [7] that derives the maximally supersym-

metric case of class F with U(1) gauge group and varying T 2, including the structure of 3d

walls and 2d duality defects. We refrain from repeating the analysis here, but summarize

that the 3d walls correspond to mixed Chern-Simons couplings for the S-duality walls, and

Chern-Simons couplings at level k for T k walls. The 3d walls (whose locations indicate the

branch-cuts of τ) end on the duality defects, which are real codimension 2. The chiral the-

ories on the duality defects are WZW models, with gauge group specified by the Kodaira

singularity type.

What we determine here is the corrections to the anomaly polynomial. For the con-

stant τ case this was discussed recently in [20] including generalizations to moduli-space

dependent terms. Here we determine the additional terms due to varying coupling. Recall

for this the computation of the pushforwards for the similar situation of the 6d N = (2, 0)

anomaly polynomial (5.1). More generally, one can consider the universal part of the

pushforward

π∗
(
−ap1(M6)2 − bp2(M6)

)
= 24(2a+ b)c1(L)p1(M4) + · · · . (7.3)

In particular, the anomaly polynomial due to a single self-dual tensor field has [65]

a s.d. tensor = −1/360 , b s.d. tensor = 7/360 , (7.4)

and thus

π∗I
s.d. tensor

8 =
1

3
c1(L)p1(M4) + · · · . (7.5)

Similarly, one can consider the theory of a single chiral fermion in 6d, for which the coeffi-

cients in the gravitational anomaly are

a fermion = −7/5760 , b fermion = 4/5760 , (7.6)

13We thank Yuji Tachikawa for suggesting to consider this case.
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and again one can see that

π∗I
fermion

8 = − 1

24
c1(L)p1(M4) + · · · . (7.7)

The non-universal parts corresponding to the defects are again dependent on the spe-

cific singularity of the fibration. As mentioned earlier these will correspond to chiral WZW

models, localized on 2d defects.

7.2 6d conformal matter theories and class F

One can consider 6d N = (1, 0) SCFTs and fiber-reduce these along an elliptic fibration to

4d. To illustrate this, we consider the 6d theory of a single M5-brane on C2/ΓG which is

known as the (G,G) minimal conformal matter theory [66] — though this method will be

applicable to all 6d theories, where the anomaly polynomials have been determined. This

is particularly interesting in the current setup, as it was shown in [67] that the 4d N = 2

theory arising as the T 2 compactification of the (G,G) minimal conformal matter theory is

the same as the class S theory that arises from compactifying the 6d (2, 0) theory of type

G on an S2 with two full punctures and an additional (non-standard) puncture (which can

be of simple type in certain examples). Class S theories of this form are known as the

generalised bifundamental theories. The fibered reduction should thus have an alternative

description in terms of class S theories with space-time varying coupling — i.e. class F.

The anomaly polynomial for the 6d (1, 0) theory from N M5-branes probing the ALE

singularity C2/ΓG was determined in [36]. On the generic point of the tensor branch the

theory is a quiver gauge theory with flavor and gauge groups

[G0]×G1 × · · · ×GN−1 × [GN ] . (7.8)

From such a tensor branch descriptioon it can be determined that the anomaly polynomial

of the 6d (G,G) conformal matter theory is14

IG8 =
|Γ|2N3

24
c2(R)2 − N

48
(|Γ|(rG + 1)− 1) (4c2(R) + p1(T )) c2(R)

+
N

8

(
1

6
c2(R)p1(T )− 1

6
p2(T ) +

1

24
p1(T )2

)
− N

8
|Γ|c2(R)(TrF 2

0 + TrF 2
N )− 1

2
Ivec

8 (F0)− 1

2
Ivec

8 (FN )

− Itensor
8 − 1

2N

(
1

4
TrF 2

0 −
1

4
TrF 2

N

)2

,

(7.9)

where |Γ| is the order of ΓG ⊂ SU(2), Fi is the curvature of the gauge/flavor factor Gi, and

Ivec
8 (F ) = − 1

48

(
tradjF

2 + dGc2(R)

)
p1(T )− dG

5760

(
7p1(T )2 − 4p2(T )

)
− 1

24

(
tradjF

4 + 6c2(R)tradjF
2 + dGc2(R)2

)
Itensor

8 =
1

24
c2(R)2 +

1

48
c2(R)p1(T ) +

1

5760

(
23p1(T )2 − 116p2(T )

)
.

(7.10)

14When G = Ar there is a further U(1) global symmetry, which we disregard in the following discussion.
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If we apply the same strategy as in section 5 to integrate the eight-form anomaly

polynomial along the T 2 fiber of a non-trivial elliptic fibration then we can determine part

of the anomaly polynomial of the 4d theory defined on B, where τ is now allowed to vary

over that space-time B. In particular we find that

IG6 =π∗I
G
8 =

[
−N

48
(|Γ|(rG+1)−2)+

(dG−1)

48

]
c2(R)π∗p1(Y )

+

[
1

5760
(30N+7dG−23)

]
π∗
(
p1(Y )2

)
+

[
1

5760
(−120N−4dG+116)

]
π∗p2(Y )

+

[
1

96

(
h∨G0

TrF 2
0 +h∨GNTrF 2

N

)]
π∗p1(Y )

=

[
N

2
(|Γ|(rG+1)−2)− (dG−1)

2

]
c2(R)c1(L)

+

[
N

4
− dG

24
− 7

24

]
c1(L)p1(B)−

[
1

4

(
h∨G0

TrF 2
0 +h∨GNTrF 2

N

)]
c1(L)+· · · .

(7.11)

These anomaly coefficients are L-universal, independent of the τ -profile with which we

endow the 4d space-time, and · · · stands for non-universal terms. Universal refering here

to terms that follow from the expressions for the pushforwards of the combinations of Chern

classes in (A.25) and (A.29). We emphasize that, as one can see from appendix A, the

non-unverisal terms involve either higher than linear order terms in c1(L) or else Chern

classes of other bundles related to the singular fibers of the elliptic fibration, and as such

the L-universal terms written above are not corrected by the non-universal terms.

This proposal has a nice cross-check by considering further reduction from 4d along a

curve Σ to a 2d theory with (0, 2) supersymmetry. This is equivalently the 6d conformal

matter theory on an elliptic surface, which is C-fibered over Σ. I.e. we will now compare

the two anomaly polynomials for the 2d theories arising as the compactification of the 4d

N = 2 theory with anomaly polynomial (7.11) on a curve Σ over which the bundle L is

supported or alternatively as coming from the N = (1, 0) theory with anomaly polynomial

IG8 compactified on an elliptic surface

T 2 ↪→ P → Σ . (7.12)

In the first instance this involves a notion of topological duality twist, since L is a bundle on

the compactification space Σ, however in the second construction this is simply a geometric

twist cancelling off the curvature of the elliptic surface.

Let us first consider IG8 compactified on the elliptic surface P . We decompose the

tangent bundle as

TM6 = TM2 ⊕ TP , (7.13)

and the SU(2) R-symmetry is decomposed into a U(1)R symmetry, which will become the

R-symmetry on the resulting 2d (0, 2) theory, and which is twisted with the curvature on P :

c2(R) = −
(
c1(R)− 1

2
c1(TP )

)2

. (7.14)
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When integrating we find∫
P
IG8 =

1

48

[
(N(|Γ|(rG + 1)− 2)− dG)c1(R)2 +

(
−N

2
+
dG
12

)
p1(M2)

+
1

2
tradj F

2
0 +

1

2
tradj F

2
N

] ∫
P
p1(P ) ,

(7.15)

where ∫
P
p1(P ) = −24 deg(L) . (7.16)

This matches the anomaly polynomial given in [68] for compactifications of 6d SCFTs on,

not necessarily elliptic, Kähler four-manifolds.

Alternatively, we can obtain the same theory from reducing the 4d theory with the

anomaly polynomial (7.11), which has space-time varying coupling, and compactify on a

curve Σ, above which the T 2 varies. We decompose

p1(M4) = p1(M2) + p1(Σ) , (7.17)

and the R-symmetry as

c2(R) = −(c1(R)− ε1c1(Σ)− ε2c1(L))2 , (7.18)

where the εi are the twisting parameters. In fact, these terms will be irrelevant for the

integration of the anomaly polynomial (7.11), as there are no mixed terms involving c2(R)

and an abelian flavor symmetry. Integrating we find∫
P
IG6 = −1

2

[
(N(|Γ|(rG + 1)− 2)− dG)c1(R)2 +

(
−N

2
+
dG
12

)
p1(M2)

+
1

2
tradjF

2
0 +

1

2
tradj F

2
N

] ∫
Σ
c1(L) ,

(7.19)

where ∫
Σ
c1(L) = deg(L) , (7.20)

demonstrates the equivalence with (7.15).

The anomaly polynomial of the 4d theories from any 6d (1, 0) SCFT on a T 2 (or even

general curve) can be discussed completely analogously to the above. It would indeed be

very interesting to develop other tools, e.g. a microscopic description of the duality defects

in this case, to study these theories.

7.3 4d N = 2 to 2d with varying coupling

Another generalization, which we would like to illustrate is the case of 4d to 2d reduction,

where the 2d theory has a manifest space-time dependent “coupling”. E.g. consider an

N = 2 SCFT defined on a space-time M4, which is fibered as

T 2 ↪→M4
π−→M2 , (7.21)
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and consider the reduction along the fibral T 2. The 4d anomaly polynomial is

I6 = 24(a− c)
(

1

3
c1(R)3 − 1

12
c1(R)p1(M4)

)
− 4(2a− c)c1(R)c2(R) + · · · , (7.22)

where the c1(R) is from the U(1)R R-symmetry, the c2(R) from the SU(2)R R-symmetry,

and the · · · are terms involving flavor symmetries.

We now use that this space-time M4 is an elliptic fibration as in (7.21), and we integrate

over the fiber. To do this we need to know only

π∗p1(Y ) = −24c1(L) , (7.23)

where we, in the usual manner, treat M4 as an effective elliptic threefold for the purposes

of the anomaly. Then we can see that the anomaly polynomial of the 2d N = (4, 4) theory

will contain correction terms

I4 = π∗I6 + · · · = 48(a− c)c1(R)c1(L) + · · · , (7.24)

which manifestly depends on the fibration of the T 2.

7.4 4d N = 1 quiver theories with spacetime-varying coupling

In this section we will discuss an extension to N = 1 4d theories that cannot be obtained

as reductions of 6d theories. In [11] it was proposed that these can be promoted to theories

with a space-time varying coupling, and part of their anomaly polynomial can be deter-

mined, in a sense that we will clarify below. Specifically, we consider quiver gauge theories

with a gauge group G = U(N)χ and chiral multiplets transforming in bi-fundamental repre-

sentations of pairs of U(N)×U(N) ⊂ G, and a superpotential. A defining property of these

theories is that their Abelian vacuum moduli space is a Calabi-Yau threefold conical singu-

larity X = C(Y ). In the large N limit, they are conjectured to flow to interacting SCFTs

in the IR, with gauge group SG = SU(N)χ, while the U(1) factors decouple and remain as

χ− 1 global (possibly anomalous) baryonic symmetries and one overall “center of mass”.

The holographic duals of these theories are type IIB supergravity solutions of the

form AdS5 × Y for which the (constant) axio-dilaton τ is a modulus. In the field theories

this is part of the conformal manifold. In the class of “toric” quiver theories, namely

those for which X is a toric Calabi-Yau singularity, one can identify the combination of

couplings dual to τ , as we now briefly recall. In these theories there are χ complex gauge

couplings τi, as well as L complex superpotential couplings hk. The superconformal point

corresponds to the vanishing of the corresponding A = χ+L beta functions,15 however there

are degeneracies, defining a manifold of exactly marginal deformations. Generically, the

dimension of this manifold is b3(Y )+2 [69], where b3(Y ) denotes the third Betti number of

Y , and it coincides with the number of non-anomalous baryonic U(1)’s. The two additional

marginal deformations have been identified with a generalization of the beta-deformation

15A is the number of arrows in the quiver, namely the number of bi-fundamental chiral fields.
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(involving hk’s only) and the diagonal combination16

τdiag =
∑

i∈ nodes

τ ′i −N
∑

k∈ loops

hk . (7.25)

It is this marginal coupling that we will promote to vary over space-time, while keeping

constant the other A − 1 couplings, marginal or otherwise. While the non-marginal cou-

plings are fixed to some value in the IR theory, and therefore it does not make sense to

promote these to vary over space-time, in principle, it would be interesting to consider

other varying marginal couplings. It is straightforward to see how the single couplings will

vary over space-time: consider the relation

Mt = v , (7.26)

where tT = (τ ′1, . . . , τ
′
χ, h1, . . . , hL) and vT = (f, . . . ) with f a complex function of space-

time coordinates and the remaining A − 1 entries parameterising the other couplings,

marginal or not. For simplicity we can tune the remaining b3(Y ) + 1 marginal couplings

to zero, namely we take

vT = (f, 0, . . . , 0, vb3(Y )+3, . . . , vA) , (7.27)

so that they will not transform under SL(2,R) or U(1)D. M is an appropriate A × A

constant matrix, whose first row corresponds to the relation τdiag = f , that is identified

with the axio-dilaton τ . Inverting (7.26) one gets

ti = M−1
i1 f + ci , (7.28)

where the ci are fixed constants, so that under an SL(2,R) transformation these trans-

form as

ti →M−1
i1

af + b

cf + d
+ ci , (7.29)

where notice that all gauge and superpotential couplings transform non-trivially.

The dual type IIB supergravity solutions enjoy exactly the same U(1)D symmetry of

the AdS5 × S5 solution, acting on the axion-dilaton and this motivates conjecturing that

the N = 1 field theories possess a bonus U(1)D symmetry [31], analogous to N = 4 SYM.

However, differently from the latter, from (7.29) one can see that for these N = 1 theories

the U(1)D is not a symmetry of the equations, even for the abelian case.

In [11] it has been proposed that these theories possess an anomaly polynomial that

extends that of the theories with constant τ to one including the terms

δIτ6 =
1

2
kDIJc1(LD)c1(FI)c1(FJ) +

1

2
kDDIc1(LD)2c1(FI)

+
1

6
kDDDc1(LD)3 − 1

24
kDc1(LD)p1(TM4) ,

(7.30)

where the index I runs over all the global U(1) symmetries, including the U(1)R
R-symmetry.

16The imaginary part of the gauge couplings τ ′i are related to τi as 1

g
′2
i

= 1
g2i
− N

8π2 log 1
g2i

[69], and similarly

for the real part.
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As anticipated in [11], the bulk contribution to the anomaly coefficients kDIJ , kDDI ,

kDDD, kD may be computed by considering the theory at a generic point on the Higgs

branch, that for these theories is the symmetric product SymNX. However, this is not the

complete answer, as it misses the contribution of the defects degrees of freedom. Here we

will argue that the methods discussed in the paper may be applied to derive expressions

for kDDD and kD that incorporate the total contribution of the bulk and defects, for the

present theories.17

The toric quiver gauge theories can be realised applying a simple two-step procedure,

starting from the N = 4 SYM theory: firstly, we quotient by a discrete group Γ ⊂ SU(3),

obtaining an orbifold N = 1 theory. From the D3 branes point of view, this amounts

in quotienting the space transverse to the branes to C3/Γ; secondly, by appropriate Hig-

gsing [70] of the field theory, one can reach an arbitrary toric theory, provided its toric

diagram is included in the toric diagram of the orbifold theory.

At a generic point on the Higgs branch, the low energy theory is U(1)N−1 and comprises

N − 1 vector multiplets and 3N chiral multiplets, parameterizing the flat directions on

SymNX, plus a free abelian vector multiplet parameterizing the decoupled center of mass.

Thus assuming all the fermions have U(1)D charges qD = 1
2 , we have

kD|bulk =
1

2
× (N − 1 + 3N + 1) = 2N ,

kDDD|bulk =

(
1

2

)3

× (N − 1 + 3N + 1) =
1

2
N ,

(7.31)

which are exactly the same contributions of the parent N = 4 theory.

As the theory flows to an interacting SCFT in the IR, global symmetries may mix with

the UV R-symmetry, however, it is natural to assume that the U(1)D symmetry does not

participate to this mixing, so that the total value of kD will be unchanged18 from that of

the parent N = 4 theory computed in (5.8), namely

kD = kD|bulk + kD|defect = −6N . (7.32)

In [11] it was shown that in various examples in which the 4d N = 1 theories are reduced

to 2d (0, 2) theories, this value matches, assuming that the center of mass gives a O(N0)

contribution, at leading order in N , with the dual holographic computation in AdS3.

8 Conclusions and outlook

We argued for the presence of new terms in the anomaly polynomial of 4d supersymmetric

theories in the presence of duality defects, i.e. in situations where the coupling is space-time

dependent and undergoes S-duality transformations. Theories of this type, obtained by

reducing the 6d (2, 0) theory along the fiber of a genus g curve fibration, have been referred

to as theories of class F. It is for such theories, that the additional terms, which depend

on the connection of a line bundle associated to a local U(1)D symmetry, are non-trivial.

17The coefficients kDIJ , kDDI involve global symmetries that are not visible in 6d, and therefore our

methods do not apply to these.
18The anomaly polynomial thus obtained captures the combined contribution of the interacting SCFT

and the center of mass. While the bulk contributions can be easily disentangled, this is not clear for the

defect part.
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In the simplest case, for 4d N = 4 SYM, with gauge group G, the anomaly polynomial

was shown to have additional terms to the standard c3(S+
6 ) R-symmetry anomaly

I6 =
1

2
dGc3(S+

6 )− 1

2
rGc2(S+

6 )c1(LD)− 1

24
(−6rG)c1(LD)p1(T4)− 61

4
rGc1(LD)3 , (8.1)

where dG is the dimension of G, rG is the rank of G. More precisely, as we explained,

this is the anomaly for class F with T 2-fibrations.19 The additional terms depending on

the specific type of duality defects and additional sections/marked points, which were

determined in section 5.2. A similar expression was obtained for g > 1, which modifies the

class S anomaly polynomial by terms depending on the varying Cg over space-time (5.25).

The new terms, which are sourced by the varying coupling, are genuine corrections to

the anomaly polynomials of 4d N = 4 SYM and class S theories. Another way of putting

the result is that these theories can gain additional terms in the anomaly polynomical in

the presence of duality defects. The additional LD dependent terms have a striking simi-

larity to the ones that appeared recently in [27] for the Type IIB/F-theory effective action,

generalizing the FD-dependent terms in [26]. We have seen that for certain compactifica-

tions of class F all terms are relevant, except the c1(L)3 term, which much like the F 6
D term

in the anomaly polynomial I12 of Type IIB [27], remains to be tested from an alternative

computation. It would be interesting to see whether a derivation e.g. from anoamly inflow

is possible, generalizing [71] for D3-branes in the presence of general (p, q) 7-branes.

There are various extensions that we have not considered. Clearly an in depth analysis

of the class F with higher genus curve fibrations should succeed this paper, in particular

realizing the theories for all genera and including the data on punctures. It would also

be interesting to elucidate the U(1) associated to the bundle J from a 4d viewpoint, for

genus g > 1 theories. It seems that mathematically, the description in terms of Lefschetz

fibrations is most suited and we hope to return to this. However, as we have seen, for the

computation of the anomaly a concrete realization of the fibration, in order to compute

the pushforward of the I8 form along the fibers, is required. It would be interesting to

develop this framework to include punctures on the fibral curves Cg,n, which correspond to

sections of the fibration, and extend this to anomaly considerations, i.e. generalizing the

recent analysis in [21] in class S to class F.
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A Characteristic classes and anomaly polynomials

In this appendix we will collect several expressions for the characteristic classes that ap-

pear in the anomaly polynomials, and discuss the integration of anomaly polynomials by

summarising how to pushforward Chern classes on genus g fibered eight-manifolds, Y , to

the base, via adjunction and the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch theorem.

A.1 Summary of chararacteristic classes

Let E → M be a complex vector bundle of rank n. The Chern classes are defined for

complex vector bundles, and will be denoted by ck(E). We denote the Chern roots, the

eigenvalues of the curvature form iF
2π , as ri. Then the total Chern class is defined as

c(E) = det

(
1 +

iF

2π

)
≡ 1 + c1(E) + c2(E) + · · · , (A.1)

with

c1(E) =

n∑
i=1

ri , c2(E) =
∑
i<j

rirj , c3(E) =
∑
i<j<k

rirjrk . (A.2)

A useful property of the total Chern class is that for a direct sum of two complex vector

bundles we have

c(E1 ⊕ E2) = c(E1) c(E2) . (A.3)

The Chern character on the other hand is defined as

ch(E) = Tr ei
F
2π =

n∑
i=1

eri ≡ ch0(E) + ch1(E) + ch2(E) + · · · , (A.4)

specifically
ch0(E) = n ,

ch1(E) = c1(E) ,

ch2(E) =
1

2
(c1(E)2 − 2c2(E)) ,

ch3(E) =
1

6
(c1(E)3 − 3c1(E)c2(E) + 3c3(E)) .

(A.5)

A useful property of the Chern character is that for a tensor product of two complex vector

bundles we have

ch(E1 ⊗ E2) = ch(E1) ch(E2) . (A.6)

Let E → M be a real vector bundle of (even) rank k. The Pontryagin classes are

defined in terms of Chern classes of the complexification of E, EC = E ⊗ C, as

pj(E) = (−1)jc2j(E
C) . (A.7)

Equivalently the total Pontryagin class may be defined in terms of the block-diagonal

eigenvalues ρi of the curvature F
2π of the connection on the bundle E. Namely

p(E) = det

(
1 +

F

2π

)
≡ 1 + p1(E) + p2(E) + . . . =

[k/2]∏
i=1

(1 + ρ2
i ) . (A.8)
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Specifically

p1(E) =

[k/2]∑
i=1

ρ2
i

p2(E) =
∑
i<j

ρ2
i ρ

2
j .

(A.9)

Note that we can view the tangent bundle ω ≡ TM to a manifold M as a complex

rank n bundle, or as a real rank k = 2n bundle ωR. The Pontryagin classes are defined for

its real form ωR, and are given in terms of the Chern classes of the complexification

ωR ⊗ C = ω ⊕ ω̄ . (A.10)

Using (A.3) then yields the relation [72]

1−p1(ωR)+p2(ωR)+· · ·= (1+c1(ω)+c2(ω)+· · ·)(1−c1(ω)+c2(ω)+· · ·) . (A.11)

Specifically, with a slight abuse of notation, as standard, we have

p1(TM) = c1(TM)2 − 2c2(TM) ,

p2(TM) = c2(TM)2 − 2c1(TM)c3(TM) + 2c4(TM) ,
(A.12)

where on the left hand side of these equations TM is viewed as real rank 2n vector bundle

and on the right hand side as a complex rank n vector bundle.

The Â-roof class of a manifold, M , is defined as

Â(M) = 1− 1

24
p1(TM) +

1

5760
(−4p2(TM) + 7p1(TM)2) + · · · , (A.13)

where TM is the (real) tangent bundle to M . Similarly the Todd class of M is defined as

td(M) = 1 +
1

2
c1(TM) +

1

12
(c2(TM) + c1(TM)2) + · · · , (A.14)

where TM is the (complex) tangent bundle to M .

A.2 Integration of anomaly polynomials

We will consider an eight-manifold, Y , equipped with a fibration by genus g curves given

by π : Y → B. Given an eight-form polynomial on Y , A8, we wish to be able to compute

the integration over the fiber to a six-form on the base, B.

A6 =

∫
fiber

A8 = π∗A8 . (A.15)

The A8 that we shall be interested in will be those involving only Chern classes on Y or

Chern classes of bundles over B pulledback to Y . As such we must determine how to

integrate over the fiber, or pushforward, products of Chern classes of Y to forms on B.

Let us assume that the elliptic fibration is embedded as a (possibly singular) hyper-

surface in an ambient projective space X = P(OB ⊕ L2 ⊕ L3), and a projection onto the

base ρ : X → B. This involves no loss of generality as any elliptic fibration can be written
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as a Weierstrass model [73], where L is part of the defining data known as the Weierstrass

line bundle [13]. Furthermore we restrict ourselves to Weierstrass models which admit a

crepant resolution where the fibration is flat, i.e. the fiber over each point is complex one-

dimensional. Let H = c1(OX(1)) be the hyperplane class of the projective fibration, and

the elliptic fibration, Y , be a hypersurface cut out by a polynomial of degree

[Y ] = 3H + 6ρ∗c1(L) , (A.16)

via the inclusion map i : Y ↪→ X. The adjunction formula allows one to determine the

images of the Chern classes of Y under this inclusion map, as

i∗c(Y ) =
(1 +H)(1 +H + 2ρ∗c1(L))(1 +H + 3ρ∗c1(L))

1 + 3H + 6ρ∗c1(L)
ρ∗c(B) . (A.17)

Now we know that

π∗c(Y ) = ρ∗ (i∗c(Y )[Y ]) , (A.18)

and thus

π∗c(Y ) = ρ∗

(
(1 +H)(1 +H + 2ρ∗c1(L))(1 +H + 3ρ∗c1(L))

1 + 3H + 6ρ∗c1(L)
(3H + 6ρ∗c1(L))

)
c(B) .

(A.19)

We note that this result relies on the fact that Y is a smooth hypersurface — this essentially

restricts us to considering smooth Weierstrass models. In fact if Y is a singular Weierstrass

model then we want to compute the pushforward of the Chern classes of a crepant resolution

of Y , Ỹ . When Ỹ is obtained from Y by a blowup of smooth centers Z1 = · · · = Zm one

can use the results of [74] to augment (A.19) with additional classes related to Zi and any

exceptional divisors introduced in the blowups. This modification does not alter the L-

universal terms in the pushforward of the Chern classes of the smooth fibration from those

terms that proceed from (A.19) — therefore we only consider the contributions from (A.19)

to π∗c(Ỹ ).

We can compute the pushforward on the r.h.s. of (A.19) by taking advantage of the

intersection ring relation; in the Chow ring of X we have the generating relation

H3 = −5H2ρ∗c1(L)− 6Hρ∗c1(L)2 , (A.20)

and that under the pushforward

ρ∗H = 0 , ρ∗H
2 = 1 . (A.21)

To determine the term in the pushforward of ci(Y ) proportional to the highest degree of

c(B) we must determine the lowest non-trivial contribution to the pushforward on the r.h.s.

of (A.19). This is

ρ∗
(
12H2ρ∗c1(L) + 60Hρ∗c1(L)2 + 72ρ∗c1(L)3

)
= 12c1(L) . (A.22)

As such, one finds that

π∗ci(Y ) = 12c1(L)ci−2(B) + · · · , (A.23)
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where · · · represents higher degree terms. These will depend on the particular fibration Y ,

however the terms that are written explicitly in (A.23) are L-universal, for every elliptic

fibration Y .

Using that the canonical bundle of an elliptic fibration is a pullback bundle from

the base,

c1(Y ) = π∗ (c1(B)− c1(L)) , (A.24)

one can use (A.23) to compute the L-universal contribution to almost all of the degree four

polynomials in the Chern classes of an elliptic fourfold. These are

π∗
(
c1(Y )4

)
= 0

π∗
(
c2(Y )c1(Y )2

)
= 12c1(L)c1(B)2 + · · ·

π∗ (c3(Y )c1(Y )) = 12c1(L)c1(B)2 + · · ·
π∗ (c4(Y )) = 12c1(L)c2(B) + · · · ,

(A.25)

where the · · · represents terms arising from the non-universal terms, · · · , in (A.23). There

is a final Chern number for an elliptic fourfold which we can now compute using the

pushforwards (A.25) and the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch theorem. GRR states that for

any proper morphism between smooth varieties ρ : X → Z, and for a bundle E onX we have

ρ∗ (ch(E)td(X)) =
∑
i

(−1)ich
(
Riρ∗E

)
td(Z) . (A.26)

For an elliptic fibration such that we consider it is known that

R1π∗OY = L∨ , (A.27)

and thus

π∗td(Y ) = (1− ch(L∨))td(B) . (A.28)

Using the three-form part of (A.28) and the pushforwards (A.25) we can compute the final

degree four polynomial

π∗
(
c2(Y )2

)
= 24c1(L)c2(B) + · · · . (A.29)

Of interest is also the pushforwards of degree four monomials where a part of the monomial

is a form pulled back from the base of the fibration. A particularly common example is

when α is a degree two form on B and then

π∗ (c2(Y )π∗α) = 12c1(L)α , (A.30)

as can be read off directly from (A.23) and the projection formula.

B Anomaly for T [T 2,F ; U(1)] on Στ

In [8] the spectrum of a single D3-brane topologically duality twisted and compactified on

a complex curve, Σ, is obtained. In this appendix we summarise the construction of the

anomaly polynomials from the determined spectrum, for Σ a holomorphic curve inside the

Kähler base, B, of an elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau threefold, fourfold, or a K3 surface.
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In each case the spectrum was found to have two distinct sectors, a bulk sector and a

defect sectors. The bulk sector involved the zero-modes of the fields in the abelian N = 4

vector multiplet; the defect modes correspond to the transverse 7-branes which intersect

the compactification curve Σ at points — these defect modes are sometimes referred to as

3–7 strings. It was determined [8] from studying the spectrum on a single M5-brane, in an

extension of [75], that such modes always contribute

n37 = 8c1(B) · Σ , (B.1)

left-moving Fermi multiplets. As the defect contribution is universal, we will summarise

the anomaly generated solely by the bulk spectrum in this appendix.

B.1 Στ ⊂ CY3

As described in section 4, N = 4 SYM contains inside the vector multiplet Majorana-Weyl

fermions transforming in the

(2,1,4)1/2 ⊕ (1,2, 4̄)−1/2 , (B.2)

of the SO(1, 3)× SU(4)R ×U(1)D symmetry group. Under the decomposition and duality

twist for a curve Σ ⊂ CY3, the resulting 2d theory has an SU(2)+×SU(2)− global symmetry,

the first factor of which is the (0, 4) R-symmetry and the SU(2)− is an additional flavor

symmetry. There are four different kinds of fermions in the theory, with representations

(2,1)+ , (2,1)− , (1,2)+ , (1,2)+ , (B.3)

where the subscript is the 2d chirality, and where the number of zero-modes is counted

respectively by

z1 , z2 , z3 , z4 . (B.4)

The values of the zi for the topological duality twist were worked out in [8]. For each

fermion of each distinct kind the contribution to the anomaly is given by

(2,1)± → ±ch(N+)Â(M2)|4-form

(1,2)± → ±ch(N−)Â(M2)|4-form ,
(B.5)

where N± are the vector bundles associated to the fundamental representations of the

two SU(2) factors, exactly as also discussed in section 6.1. In this manner, and using the

relation between Chern classes and Chern characters for N± that

ch(N±) = 2− c2(N±) , (B.6)

one finds that the total anomaly polynomial for this 2d theory is

I4 = 2(z1 − z2 + z3 − z4)

(
− 1

24
p1(M2)

)
− (z1 − z2)c2(N+)− (z3 − z4)c2(N−) . (B.7)

In [8] the multiplicities of the fermions were determined to be

z1 = g − 1 + c1(B) · Σ , z2 = 0 , z3 = 1 , z4 = g , (B.8)
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and thus the anomaly polynomial can be written as

I4 = c2(N−)

(
1

2
Σ · Σ− 1

2
c1(B) · Σ

)
+ c2(N+)

(
−1

2
Σ · Σ− 1

2
c1(B) · Σ

)
− 1

24
2c1(B) · Σp1(TM2) .

(B.9)

This is identical to the result from integrating the anomaly polynomial (1.8), as given

in (6.11), for N = 1. Indeed if one is sufficiently careful about factors of i this also agrees

with the anomaly polynomial generated by the spectrum20 of the compactification as given

in (5.28) of [8].

B.2 Στ ⊂ CY4

In the strings with (0, 2) worldvolume supersymmetry arising in [8] via a single D3-brane

wrapping a curve in the base of an elliptic Calabi-Yau fourfold. Such a theory has an

SO(2)T flavor symmetry corresponding to the rotations of the transverse non-compact

space to the string. The bulk spectrum of the worldvolume theory was computed using the

topological duality twist and found to be

Fermions SO(2)T Charge Multiplicity

µ+ +1 z1 = h0(Σ, NΣ/B)

ψ+ −1 z2 = g − 1 + c1(B) · Σ
γ+ −1 z3 = 1

ρ− +1 z4 = h0(Σ, NΣ/B)− c1(B) · Σ
β− −1 z5 = g

λ− −1 z6 = 0

. (B.10)

Let us introduce the rank one vector bundle N which corresponds to the SO(2)T represen-

tation with charge +1. The anomaly polynomial induced by such a spectrum is thus

I4 =
([

(z1 − z4)ch(N) + (z2 + z3 − z5 − z6)ch(N)
]
Â(M2)

)
4-form

=

(
1

2
c1(N)2 − 1

24
p1(M2)

)
(z1 + z2 + z3 − z4 − z5 − z6)

=
1

2
(2c1(B) · Σ) c1(N)2 − 1

24
(2c1(B) · Σ) p1(M2) .

(B.11)

Thus the ’t Hooft anomaly coefficients for the bulk spectrum21 are

kTT = 2c1(B) · Σ
k = cR − cL = 2c1(B) · Σ .

(B.12)

We can see that this is the specialised N = 1 values of the ’t Hooft anomalies as worked

out from integrating the anomaly polynomial (1.8) over the curve given in (6.22).

20Recall the previously mentioned caveat about the 3–7 strings.
21Again, not including the 3–7 strings.
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B.3 Στ ⊂ K3

When U(1) N = 4 SYM is compactified on the rational curve that is the base of a K3

elliptic fibration, with τ varying along the curve, the result is a 2d theory with (0, 8)

supersymmetry, as described in [8]. In such a case the 3–3 spectrum, which does not include

the defect modes induced by the varying coupling, consists of a single (0, 8) hypermultiplet,

and the theory has an SO(6) flavor symmetry arising from the transverse rotations to the

string in the 8d space-time. The one-loop anomaly polynomial induced from the chiral

fermions in this multiplet is simply

I4 =
(

ch(S+
6 )Â(M2)

)
4-form

= −c2(S+
6 )− 1

24
4p1(M2) . (B.13)
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